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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the 
relationship between preschool children's phonemic 
awareness and the literacy activities in which they choose 
to engage. Children (N=l4) in the study were observed 
twice weekly for 12 weeks in the normal preschool 
environment. Data collection was divided into t~p phases. 
The first phase consisted of watching one child at a time 
for 15 minutes and recording every:iing that child did 
during t~at time. The nexc phase c~ data collection 
consisced of watching the encire c:ass and indicating en 
checklists what the children were doing during free play, 
circle time, and library time. T~is informacion allowed 
for frequency counts indicating what activities che 
children most frequently chose=~ engage in. Data was 
analyzed using the constant comparative method (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967). Two researchers reviewed all field notes 
on several occasions to develop categories of literacy 
activities. These categories were developed and defined 
based on the activities of the children. Data were 
analyzed for each category, for each individual child, for 
the entire class, and for children with high and low 
phonemic awareness. Results indicated that children with 
high phonemic awareness were observed to engage in fewer 
literacy activities than children with low phonemic 
awareness. The children with low phonemic awareness 
engaged in the most literacy activities of all the children 
in the class. Recommendations for future research in 
regards to phonemic awareness and emergent literacy are 
provided. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE STATEMENT 
1 
As society in the United States is transformed from an 
economic structure based on industry to one based on 
information, reading becomes a critical skill for everyone. 
Unfortunately, illiteracy appears to be a problem in this 
country. According to Richek, Caldwell, Jennings, and 
Lerner (1996), approximately 35 million adults are 
classified as semiliterate, having literacy skills below 
the eighth-grade level. Another 23 million are classified 
as functionally illiterate, havi~g s~ills below the fourth-
grade level. Reading difficul~ies have been found to be 
associated with higher rates of u~employment, poverty, and 
school attrition. Richek et al. estimate that 60% of 
prison inmates, 75% of the uner,r;,Jloyed, and 85% of juveniles 
who appear in court can be considered as either 
semiliterate or functionally illiterate. Clearly the costs 
of reading difficulties may be quite high for both 
individuals and society at large. 
A variety of factors influence children's ability to 
read. Some of these factors, such as children's gender, 
socioeconomic status (SES), and parental educational level, 
cannot be controlled by schools. However, other factors 
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such as time spent reading, instructional practices, 
curricula, and learning materials are under the direct 
control of schools and can also affect children's reading 
ability. These factors influence the particular reading 
skills which children develop. Ma:1y scholars argue that 
phonemic awareness, the awareness that words are made up of 
sounds, is one of the critical skills which children must 
develop in order to become profic:2nt readers(Snider, 
1995) . 
Sic:1ificance c- Problem 
Based on data collected i~ t~2 1994 National 
Assessment of Educational Progr2ss (NAEP) Reading 
Assessment, more and more childre~ are failing to achieve 
reading proficiency at grade leve:. The NAEP is a 
published report based on the r2s~:ts of academic 
information gathered nationwide. This particular report 
focused on reading achievement amc:1g randomly sampled 
students in grades 4, 8, and 12. 
NAEP defined proficiency as ~aving a "solid academic 
performance and demonstrated competence over challenging 
subject matter" (p. 2). Between 1992 and 1994 reading 
proficiency among 12 th -grade students declined 
significantly, and this decline was accounted for by lower 
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scores among those students who were already performing in 
the lower portion of the group. Moreover, only 30% of 4 th 
graders, 30% of 8th graders and 36% of 12 th graders were 
judged proficient in reading. Thus, 63-70% of the students 
sampled were not considered to be proficient readers at 
their grade level. 
Data were also analyzed by gender and ethnic group. 
For all grades, males had lower levels of reading 
proficiency than females. Four~h-grade Hispanic students' 
reading proficiency declined, as d~i White, Black, and 
Hispanic adolescents' reading ;rc:~c~ency at grade 12. 
Among the 12 th graders, proficiency declined for all 
parental education levels. No~ surprisingly, for students 
in all three grades, proficiency was lower for children 
whose parents had less educaticn. Children in public 
schools had lower reading scores ttan children in nonpublic 
schools. 
The relationships between various factors associated 
with home and school environments and children's reading 
proficiency were also investigated. Children who had a 
variety of literacy materials at home were found to have 
higher levels of reading proficiency. Students who read 
for fun also had higher reading proficiency levels than 
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students who did not read for fun. In addition, 12 th 
graders in the 1994 sample reported reading for fun less 
often than the 12 th graders in the 1992 sample. Students 
who reported watching less than four hours of television a 
day had higher reading proficiency levels than did students 
who watched more than four hours of television a day. 
Students who reported discussing their studies at home and 
students who reported being asked by teachers to explain or 
support their reading at least once a week had higher 
reading proficiency than stude~:s ~~o did not experience 
these home or school practices. ~creover, both of these 
activities were reported as ccc~rring less often in 1994 
than in 1992. 
There are several possible ex~lanations for these 
declines. Dual career families and single-parent families 
may not have as much time to discuss school activities with 
their children. Some children ccme home from school and 
are alone for several hours. This time may be spent 
watching more television and doing less reading. In 
addition, increased curriculum demands on teachers may lead 
to less discussion time in the classroom. 
The NAEP report and the findings of Richek et al. 
(1996) indicated that many children may be facing less 
promising futures because of their declines in reading 
proficiency. Not only are students becoming less 
proficient in reading, they are also engaging in fewer 
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activities that promote reading proficiency. Therefore, it 
would be beneficial to be able to identify students at risk 
for developing reading problems. So that interventions can 
be provided to help the children develop any missing 
skills. In order to make this prediction, prerequisites of 
reading ability must be identifiec. 
Phonemic awareness has bee~ :ound cc ce a good 
predictor of reading difficulties i~ childre~ (Fel~on, 
1992; Hurford, Schauf, Bunce, Blaich, & Moore, 1994). 
Through the use of programs tha~ center on the development 
of phonemic awareness, it may be fossible to enhance 
reading proficiency for childre~ wto experience difficulty 
with reading. 
Another way to enhance future reading skills is to 
provide children with literacy experiences before they 
begin school. Research has clearly demonstrated that early 
experiences with books and reading help contribute to later 
reading success (Ferreira & Teberosky, 1982; Teale & 
Sulzby, 1986). It is possible that early literacy 
experiences may lead to increased phonemic awareness and 
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vice versa. Research also indicates that exposure to 
various forms of print, interactions with books, and 
familiarity with the use of a variety of forms of symbols 
to represent objects and ideas prepare children for more 
formal reading in school (Notari-Syverson, O'Connor, & 
Vadasky, 1998). 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
relationship between preschool children's level of phonemic 
awareness and their naturally ccc~rring interactions with 
literacy materials in the presc~cc~ setting. Ic was 
anticipated that c~e data ga=~ered would yield relevant 
information relatihg tc t~e pccenc~al effectiveness of 
testing phonemic awareness in preschool children and lead 
to an understanding of what one sample of children did in a 
skills-based literacy program. 
Definina Readina and Emeraent Literacy 
For the purpose of this paper, readina is defined as a 
complex process utilizing a variety of skills and knowledge 
to make sense of printed material (Adams, 1990; Mitchell, 
1982). Research regarding phonemic awareness indicates 
that phonemic awareness is a necessary but not sufficient 
prerequisite for reading. Phonemic awareness research is 
heavily skills based, whereas other models of reading such 
as the whole language approach, focus on more complex 
cognitive processes such as comprehension. Adams (1990) 
focused on the importance of developing word recognition 
skills in emergent readers. According to Adams, the 
ability to quickly and effortlessly identify words is a 
prerequisite to reading. Moreover, Adams stated the 
following: 
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The knowledge and activities involved in visually 
recognizing individual printed words are useless in 
and of themselves. They are 'laluable and, in a strong 
sense, possible only as t~ey ~re guided and received 
by comple:nentary knowledge :;.:-_:i 2.ctivities of language 
comprehension. On the ot~er ~and, unless the 
processes involved in ind~7i:i~a~ word recognition 
operate properly, nothing e:se in t~e sys~em can 
either. (p. 1) 
Therefore it would be importanc fer children to have 
opportunities to develop skills necessary for reading and 
making meaning of reading. 
It is important to acknowledge that definitions of 
reading differ among many reading scholars and some 
strongly criticize skill-based definitions. Goodman (1996) 
notes that the understanding that comes from written text 
does not come from the paper; instead it depends on the 
sense the reader brings to the text. Goodman proposes that 
reading is an active and constructive process in which the 
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reader and the text transact. This transaction leads to an 
understanding of the meaning of the printed material. 
One main criticism that Goodman (1996) posits against 
skill-based definitions is that they are reductionistic. 
That is, reading is reduced to the process of simply 
recognizing words on a page. Strong emphasis is given to 
bits and pieces of language and no focus is given to 
comprehension of real texts. In many of the studies of 
phonemic awareness children are asked to read a list of 
words in isolation. This assess~e~~ orocess leads to 
another criticism: sirr,pl~t ~ecc~=-~~==-=-~,; vvords and lette~s J_!l 
isolation is not the same t~ing as making sense of 
meaningful text. Goodman (1996) has found in his research 
that children can read words i~ scories that they cannot 
read on a list. This shows that c~ildren are potentially 
able to use concextual clues to help identify and read 
words. 
Emeraent literacy is not a skill or activity; it is a 
stage of the developmental reading process and reflects a 
particular philosophy about reading. According to 
scholars, emergent literacy assumes that children acquire 
knowledge and skills about reading, writing, and language 
prior to attending school (Morrow, 1993). Researchers 
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taking an emergent literacy perspective view children as 
being "in the process of becoming literate" (Stallman & 
Pearson, 1990, p. 12). From this perspective all of 
children's interactions with print, books, reading, and 
writing are accepted as important activities in becoming 
readers and writers. A preschool environment that supports 
the development of emergent literacy may include the 
following opportunities for children: to write and draw, to 
read, to look at books and te reac co, to work on a 
computer, to creace a~d share s:or~es, tote exposed to 
various print media, and tc te ~e= :o a love c: boo~s, 
reading, and literacy (Reyr.clds, 2.997). 
Definition of ~ec~~ical Terms 
Throughout this paper several :echnical terms will be 
used repeatedly. The first grcup of terms is associated 
with specific aspects of phonemic awareness. Phonemic 
awareness is the conscious awareness that words are made up 
of sounds (Snider, 1995). Phonemes are the individual 
sounds that are pronounced within a word (Goodman, 1993) 
For example, the letter bis associated with the phoneme 
/b/, /d/ is the phoneme for the letter g, and /p/ is the 
phoneme for~- Some letters are associated with more that 
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one phoneme. For example, the letter£ can have either the 
/s/ sound or the /k/ sound. 
Phonological codina in workina memory refers to a 
child's ability to use verbal short-term memory (Felton & 
Pepper, 1995). Working memory allows a child to be able to 
recall digits, word strings, and sentences. An example of 
phonological coding in working memory would be to repeat a 
sentence read out of a book. Phonoloaical codina in 
lex~cal access is the abili~y co rapidly name letters and 
pictures, such as quickly repeaci~; the alphabet, naming 
colors, and identifying pic=ures :?elton & Pepper, 1995). 
The second group of terms refers to specific 
activities and abilities associateG with reading. For the 
purpose of this paper the fcllcwi~; definitions will be 
used. A task is an activity 1 ~ wtich a child is asked to 
participate for the purposes cf assessment or education. A 
task might be reciting the alphabe~ or completing a math 
worksheet. A skill is very similar to a task. A skill is 
the process used to perform a task. Reading is an example 
of a skill. Thus, a task is what the child is asked to do, 
and his/her skill is what allows him/her to do the task. 
Ability is a child's level of proficiency in a skill. 
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The final group of terms comes from Hurford, Schauf et 
al. ( 1994), and is related to defining levels of reading 
ability which are often broken down into more specific 
categories. A normal reader is a child who can read 
successfully at his/her grade level. A child who is 
labeled reading disabled is said to have at least average 
intelligence, but significantly lower than expected scores 
in reading. In other words, there is a discrepancy between 
the child's intelligence test score and his/her reading 
test score. (p. lS C.. 
child who reads below grade le~el a~d has lower than 
average incelligence as measure::: t-l a standardized 
intelligence test. In this case, 2ost of the child's 
scores in academic areas are below grade level. 
In this study, the following research questions were 
investigated: 
1. In what ways do children engage in literacy 
activities in a preschool classroom that incorporates many 
activities related to a skills approach to reading? 
2. Is there a relationship between a child's phonemic 
awareness and his or her literacy interactions? 
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Research Design 
Upon obtaining parental consent to be in the study, 
participants were observed twice a week for 12 weeks using 
the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) 
The initial two weeks of the study were used to become 
familiar with the children and the daily schedule. In 
addition, information gathered during that time was used to 
develop checklists of target behaviors. During the 
following four weeks, target be::.avicr checklists were used 
co assess children's e~gageffienc _ variety of literacy 
activities. In addition, literacy activity categcries and 
hypotheses about the childreri' s be::.a·vior were developed. 
The final six weeks of the study were used to assess and 
refine the hypotheses. At the end of the observation 
period the children were giveri Test of Phonological 
Awareness (TOPA) and a supplementa~ test of phonemic 
awareness. 
AssumDtions 
The assumptions underlying this study included: 
1. Phonemic awareness is measurable, and it can be 
measured with the Test of Phonological Awareness (TOPA) 
2. The TOPA is a reliable and valid measure with 
five-year-old children. 
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3. Emergent literacy can be observed in children as 
young as five years old. 
4. The constant comparative method is a valid and 
useful tool in collecting and analyzing qualitative data. 
Limitations 
This study was limited in several ways. First, this 
study contained a very small sample of children (N = 14). 
This limits the generalizability of the results to other 
children. Second, the sample consists of children from 
only one preschool. This limits c~e seneralizability of 
results to other preschool set~i~ss. Third, this scudy 
does not add to the extensive deba~e regarding the benefits 
of the whole language method vers~s phonics instruction. 
While this debate is a timely concern, it is not the focus 




Definitions and Components of Phonemic Awareness 
Phonology is "the branch of linguistics dealing with 
the relations among speech sounds" (Trask, 1996, p. 275) 
Phonology also refers to "the system of sounds an oral 
language uses" (Goodman, 1993, p. 5). In other words, 
phonology refers to the speech sounds used in an oral 
language and the study of those speech sounds. 
In the study of phonology, t~e speech sounds can be 
broken down into smaller units c: sDeech. Phonemes are the 
smallest fundamental units of sound in an oral language 
(Heilman, 1993; Trask, 1996). Ftcnemes have also been 
defined as "the significant [audi.:ory] symbols perceived 
by speakers of a particular oral language" (Goodman, 1993, 
p. 6). For example, /b/ is the phoneme for the letter "b", 
/p/ is the phoneme for the letter "p", and /t/ is the 
phoneme for the letter "t". 
A morpheme is "the smallest meaningful unit of 
language" (Heilman, 1993, p. 3). Morphemes can either be 
free or bound. Free morphemes function independently (cat, 
man, house, want). Bound morphemes are prefixes, suffixes, 
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and inflectional endings that combine with other morphemes 
(un, ed, es, 's; Heilman, 1993). 
Onsets and rimes are another way of breaking down 
words. Onsets are the opening unit of a word, and rimes 
are the end unit of a word (Goswami & Bryant, 1990). 
Onsets and rimes are smaller than syllables; but larger 
than phonemes. For example, "cat" is a syllable, the onset 
is /c/, and the rime is /at/, and the phonemes are /c/-/a/-
/t/. 
A grapheme is a "wric~en er ;ri~ted lecter-symbcl ~sed 
to represent a speech sound or chc~eme" (~eilman, 1993, D. 
3). The grapheme for the phoneme /b/ would be "b". 
Orthography is "the system of spe~lings and punctuation of 
written language" (Goodman, 1993, p. 8). Together these 
systems combine and form a complex relationship between 
written and spoken language. 
Phonemic awareness has been operationally defined in a 
variety of ways, but is most frequently defined as "the 
conscious awareness that words are made up of phonemes or 
sounds" (Snider, 1995, p. 444) or "the ability to perceive 
spoken words as a sequence of sounds" (Spector, 1992, p. 
353) . Phonemic awareness is not the same thing as phonics 
(Griffith & Olson, 1992). Phonemic awareness is a 
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conscious understanding of the structure of spoken 
language. Regardless of the definition used, there is no 
question that phonemic awareness has a strong relationship 
to reading as a predictor of possible reading failure 
(Felton, 1992; Griffith, Klesius, & Kromrey, 1992; Hurford, 
Schauf et al., 1994; Lundberg, Olofsson, & Wall, 1980; 
Mann, 1991; Stahl & Murray, 1994). 
The importance of phonemic awareness skills arises 
from the fact that English is a~ alphabetic language as 
opposed to a logographic langua3e suci as Chinese (Snide~, 
1995; Spector, 1992; Stahl & M~=ray, 1994). Chinese is 
logographic because it uses syrr~ols to represent entire 
words. Chinese differs from alpha~etic languages because 
alphabetic languages use sounds represented by letters to 
represent words instead of usi~g symbols to represent words 
like Chinese. The alphabetic principle states that each 
letter or letter combination stands for a sound or sounds 
and when combined these sounds represent words. 
Some children approach written English as a 
logographic language, memorizing words as visual patterns 
and never understanding where the sounds come from (Snider, 
1995). Children with this approach to written English, 
similar to children who speak Chinese, may acquire a few 
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thousand sight vocabulary words in the early years and then 
slowly learn fewer and fewer words as their memory 
"overloads" (Snider, 1995, p. 445). On the other hand, 
children who can map sounds to letters will increase their 
reading vocabulary to the number of words they can use 
orally (Snider, 1995). In other words they will be able to 
read words that they can speak. Although acquisition of 
the alphabetic principle is necessary for the development 
of reading in English, it alor.e is not sufficient to enable 
a child to become a skilled reacer. The skills asscciated 
with phonemic awareness may alsc be necessary for the 
acquisition of reading. 
Phonemic awareness can be broken down into three 
critical skills: phonological awareness, phonological 
coding in working memory, and phonological coding in 
lexical access (Felton & Pepper, 1995; see Figure 1). Each 
of these skills is made up of separate tasks at different 
levels of complexity. 
Phonoloaical Awareness 
Phonological awareness comprises several different 
skills(Stahl & Murray, 1994). The ability to identify 
rhymes is one such skill. (Do .Q.fil. and hat rhyme?) Another 
skill is the ability to match sounds to words. (Does ,dQg 
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start with a /d/?) Phonological awareness also consists of 
isolating a single sound from a word. (What is the last 
sound in cat?) Blending, or the ability to form a word out 
of separate sounds is also important. (What does /c/-/a/-
/t/ say?) Children also need to be able to delete sounds 
from words (Say t..i.s.h without the /f/ sound). Although the 
ability to delete sounds from words is not-directly linked 
to reading, it allows children to understand and 
demonstrate how words are put tcge:her. 
These skills can be arransed :~to five different 
levels of difficulty. Some resear:hers suggest thac 
children start at the lowest, leas: difficult level and 
progress upward as they gain new skills. 
According to Adams (1990), the first and most 
primitive level is characterized as "having an ear for 
sounds in words." Children can partition words into the 
different phonemes that make up the word. This skill is 
necessary for identifying all words; however, this level 
can be best recognized by the ability to remember familiar 
rhymes. 
The second level is the ability to distinguish 
patterns of rhyme and alliteration in words, where a sound 
is repeated throughout a sentence or phrase. This skill 
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becomes evident in the oddity task, in which children are 
presented with three words and are asked to identify the 
word which does not have the same beginning, middle, or end 
sound. For example, in a three word series, "dog, pie, 
day," a child is asked to identify the word which has a 
different beginning sound. In the example of "stay, play, 
sag," the child is asked to identify the word which has a 
different ending sound. 
The third level consists c: a familiarity with the 
concept that syllables are diviiec into phonemes. These 
skills can be identified throus~ t~e blending task in which 
the child is asked to blend severa: phonemes together to 
make a word. For example, when /c/-/a/-/t/ are blended 
together they make the word "ca=." It can also be 
recognized by the syllable-spli=ti~g task or word analysis, 
the inverse of blending. In this task the child is asked 
to break a syllable up into separa=e phonemes. For 
example, what are the phonemes in "cat"? (/c/-/a/-/t/) 
The fourth level requires the child to segment 
phonemes fully; that is, break words down into all the 
individual phonemes. This skill is measured through the 
tapping test, in which the child is asked to tap or clap 
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each phoneme in a word. In the example of cat, the child 
would tap three times representing the /c/, /a/, and /t/. 
At the most difficult level the child is able to add, 
delete, and move phonemes around to make words. For 
example, the child would be asked what word results when 
/g/ is added to the end of the word do (dog). 
Figure 1. Levels of Phonological Awareness 
Level 5 




Syllables are Comprised of 
Phonemes 
Level 2 
Rhyme and Alliteration 
Level 1 
An Ear for Sounds 
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Phonological Coding in Working Memory 
Phonological coding in working memory involves the use 
of verbal short-term memory to recall digits, word strings, 
and sentences (Catts, 1991). Verbal short-term memory 
allows the reader to recall what has just been read, such 
as a sentence or paragraph. Children who are poor readers 
are less likely than good readers to retain information 
that can be verbally coded (Fowler, 1991). In an example 
taken from the book, Winnie the Pooh and Tigaer too (1975), 
a child with good working memory wo~ld have little 
difficulty remembering the fol:owi~s paragraph, while a 
child with poor working memory wo~:d have great difficulty 
remembering the paragraph. "One ~orning Winnie-the-Pooh 
was on his way to visit his friend Piglet. Although Pooh's 
head was stuffed with fluff, he was a cheerful fellow. As 
he walked along through the woods, he was humming a song to 
himself" (p. 1). 
Phonoloaical Codina in Lexical Access 
Phonological coding in lexical (vocabulary) access 
involves the rapid naming of letters and pictures (Felton & 
Pepper, 1995). Research has found that the ability to 
rapidly name letters is a good predictor of reading ability 
(Felton, 1992). Coding in working memory is frequently 
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measured using a Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) test, which 
requires the child to name objects, letters, and colors as 
quickly as possible. 
Phonemic awareness has been studied in relationship to 
reading (Hurford, Schauf et al., 1994; Felton, 1992; 
Lundberg, Olofsson, & Wall, 1980), spelling (Griffith, 
1991; Rohl & Tunmer, 1988; Perin, 1983), training in 
phonemic awareness (Castle, Riach, & Nicholson, 1994; 
McGuinness, McGuinness, & Donohue, 1995; Weiner, 1994), and 
the reciprocal relationship bet~ee~ p~onemic awareness a~d 
reading (Bentin & Leshem, 1993; ?erfetti, Beck, Bell, & 
Hughes, 1987; Wagner, Torgesen, & ~ashotte, 1994). In 
addition to being studied in relation to a variety of 
content areas, phonemic awareness tas also been studied 
using a variety of methods. 
Basic Techniques for Measur~~c Phonemic Awareness 
Several tests have been used to measure phonemic 
awareness, comprising phonological awareness, phonological 
coding in working memory, and lexical access. Phonological 
awareness is often measured with a variety of tests. The 
reliability and validity of these tests were investigated 
by Yopp (1988). 
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One such test is the tapping test. This task requires 
the subject to tap or clap the number of phonemes in a 
spoken word. Internal consistency reliability of this test 
was found to be .83 and predictive validity was found to be 
.66 when compared to the children's rate of learning new 
words. Another test frequently used is the oddity task. 
In this task the subject is required to identify the odd 
word, the word that either begins, ends or has a different 
middle sound, in a set of three wo~ds (dog, pie, and day). 
No reliability or validity coe::ic~ents were given for this 
task. !mother test is soTT',e fo:r:-~ c: a rhymiri_g task. The 
subject is required to list as sa~y words as possible that 
rhyme with the word presented by t:-_e examiner. Internal 
consistency reliability of rhyming cests was found to be 
.76 and predictive validity was fc~nd to be .47. Blending 
tasks are also frequently used. T~ese tasks require the 
subject to blend together several phonemes. For example, 
/c/-/a/-/t/ makes "cat." A .96 internal consistency 
reliability coefficient was found for blending tasks and a 
.63 predictive validity coefficient was found. The inverse 
of the blending task is the syllable-splitting task or the 
segmentation task. These tasks require the subject to 
split or segment words into phonemes. For example, the 
word "cat" is comprised of three phonemes, /c/-/a/-/t/. 
Internal consistency reliabilities were .88-.95 for this 
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task and predictive validities were from .67-.71. Deletion 
tasks require the subject to say the resulting word when a 
phoneme is deleted. For example, "at" remains when the /c/ 
is removed from "cat". Internal consistency of deletion 
tasks was found to be .78-.92 and predictive validity was 
found to be .55-.67. 
Phonological coding in worki~g memory is often 
measured with a verbal memory ces:. These tasks require 
the subject to repeat back a s:ri~= o~ words presented by 
the examiner. T~e s:rings usua_ly consist of four to six 
rhyming and nonrhyming words. 
Phonological coding in lexica~ access is measured with 
the Rapid Automatized Naming test. This task requires the 
subject to name as quickly as possible letters, numbers, 
objects, and colors presented on a card to the subject. 
CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Phonemic Awareness and Readina Achievement in the 
Early Grades 
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Research throughout the past two decades has shown the 
effectiveness of using phonemic awareness skills to 
identify students who are more likely to experience 
difficulty in reading. In additior., studies have also 
investigated the relationship between phonemic awareness 
and spelling. 
T,onc~tudiDal Scudies Eea~~ninc "~ ~•ncteraa~ten 
In a classic study, Lundbe~g, Clofsson, and Wall 
(1980) investigated the ability of kindergartner's phonemic 
awareness skills to predict later reading ability. 
One hundred and thirty-three Swedish kindergarten 
children were followed through the end of second grade. 
The children were given a variety of tasks to measure 
phonemic awareness in kindergarten. In first and second 
grade they were given a measure of reading and a measure of 
spelling ability. The first two kindergarten tasks 
required half the children to synthesize syllables and half 
to synthesize phonemes. Each syllable or phoneme was 
presented to the child in association with a peg on a 
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pegboard. The pegs were used to help alleviate some of the 
memory load required for the tasks. In the example of 
"cat", the examiner would place a peg in the pegboard as 
each phoneme /c/, /a/, and /t/ was pronounced. The child 
would then blend the syllables or phonemes together to 
pronounce the desired word. The next two tasks were 
similar to the first except this time the pegs were removed 
and the child was told to blend syllables and phonemes 
presented on a tape recorder. 
Following these tasks che =~~-~ was asked to segme~~ 
words into syllables and p~one~es. Next, the child was 
asked to indicate if a given wcrd contained a target sound 
indicated to the child (does "dog" have a /g/ sound?) In 
another task the child was asked tc pronounce a word 
backwards. All words chosen for t~is task were a 
meaningful word when pronounced backwards, for example, 
"on" and "no". The final kindergarten linguistic task was 
a rhyme task where the child was asked to give as many 
rhyming words as possible for a target word. 
The children were also given nonlinguistic tasks to 
control for other factors such as memory and attention. 
One task required the child to identify a geometric shape 
in a lively picture and the other required the child to pay 
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attention to two, independent, meaningful parts of an 
object. For example, one picture was of fruit, but as a 
whole the fruit made a picture of a man. The children were 
also given a preschool reading test. They were asked to 
read words and sentences typed on a page. 
In first grade the children were given a silent 
reading test (known as OS 400). Test re-test reliability 
was indicated as .89. Words were presented in a column 
with four pictures beside each ~era. The child was asked 
to identify which picture represe~=s che word. The children 
were also given a spelling tes= cc~sisting of 30 words. 
The classroom teachers rated each child using a three-point 
scale on reading ability, spelling a~d writing ability, 
language comprehension and production. No information was 
given indicating the type or format of rating used or the 
reliability and validity of these measures. In second 
grade the children were given the same version of the 
silent reading test and a more difficult version of the 
spelling test. 
Results of the study showed the most powerful 
predictor of reading ability to be the ability to analyze 
and reverse phonemes in kindergarten. The ability to 
analyze and reverse phonemes was also found to be the 
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greatest predictor of spelling and writing ability as rated 
by the teacher. This study (Lundberg et al., 1980) helped 
to build a foundation for the use of phonemic awareness 
measures in predicting reading and spelling ability. 
Mann (1991) followed children from kindergarten 
through first grade, testing the ability of phonemic 
awareness measures to predict reading ability. One hundred 
and six children began the study i~ kindergarten, with 70 
followed up in the first grade. 
The vocab~lary and block des:;n subtests of the 
Wechsler Presc~oo~ and Primary Sc~les of Intelligence 
(WPPSI) were given in ki~dergar~e~ to measure the 
children's general intelligence. =n kindergarten and first 
grade the students were given the ~ord Identification and 
Word Attack subtests of the Wocdccck Johnson Reading 
Mastery Test to measure reading a~ility. Both years the 
students were given five phono~ogical tests and four 
nonlinguistic control tests. The nonlinguistic controls 
were considered comparable because they measured attention, 
logic and motor skills, and were like the phonological 
tests, except they didn't require linguistic skills. 
The tests of phonological awareness were a syllable 
counting task, an invented spelling task, a Rapid 
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Automatized Naming task, a task requiring the 
identification of words when distracted by noise, and a 
task requiring repetition of words orally presented. The 
syllable awareness task was measured through a language 
game where the children were required to deduce the rules 
and count the number of syllables in a spoken word. In 
previous research, this task has proven to be a good 
predictor of reading ability (Mann & Liberman, 1984). The 
task measuring invented spelling was designed to measure 
the children's ability to create a spelling for familiar 
words. Another test of pho~olcgical a~areness was the 
rapid naming of letters. Similar~~ a task used in other 
studies, for this task childrec were asked to name 25 
randomly presented letters as q~ickly as possible. Children 
were also asked to identify woris when distracted by noise. 
The children were told they would be hearing some words 
recorded in noise. The children listened to a tape of 
words of a male reading a list of words. The child was 
asked to repeat the words immediately. The final test of 
phonological awareness was a test which required children 
to repeat six sequences of four nonrelated words. 
The nonlinguistic control tests were a test of angle 
awareness, the Goodenough Draw-A-Man test, a test of 
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environmental sound perception in noise, and a test of 
visual-spatial sequences. The angle awareness test is 
similar to a "hidden figures" test in which the child is 
required to identify angels imbedded in black and white 
pictures (Mann, 1986). The Goodenough Draw-A-Man test 
required the child to draw a human figure which was 
compared to a standard protocol. The Draw-A-Man test is 
considered to be a measure of psychological development and 
intelligence of children (?arris, :963). The test of 
environmental so~~d perception i~ ~oise was also 
administered. This test was s~~i:ar to the phonological 
test used. The final test was ~he visual-spatial test 
which used the Caris blocks and the child identified 
different patterns. For this test, a group of blocks were 
placed between the child and exami~er. The examiner would 
tap the different colored blocks in random order and the 
child was asked to repeat the tapping order (Mann & 
Liberman, 1984). 
Using cross-lag correlations to analyze the data, Mann 
(1991) found phonological skills to be predictors of 
reading ability. A cross-lag correlation compares the 
strength of the correlations between the kindergarten to 
first grade and first grade to kindergarten scores. In 
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other words, do the correlations predict more strongly 
forward (kindergarten to first grade) or backwards (first 
grade to kindergarten)? Mann found the forward 
correlations to be stronger than the backward correlations, 
suggesting that the phonological skills precede reading 
ability. The phonological measures were also more 
consistent and effective predictors of reading problems as 
measured by the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, than the 
nonlinguistic comparable measures (such as the Goodenough 
Draw-a-Man test). Using multi~:e regressions, Mann found 
that 60% of the variance in first srade reading test scores 
was accounted for by the children's performance on the 
phonological tasks in kindergarten. This study concluded 
that phonological skills may in face precede and 
potentially predict children's reading ability. 
Felton (1992) conducted a study measuring phonemic 
awareness skills in kindergarten ciildren as predictors of 
later reading failure. Subjects of the study were 221 
children in a North Carolina school system. In the Spring 
of their kindergarten and third-grade years, the students 
were assessed on measures of phonological awareness, 
phonological coding in lexical access, phonological coding 
in working memory, alphabet recitation, and finger 
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localization. The kindergarten classroom teacher was also 
asked to rate the children on their ability to master basic 
reading skills. The rating was based on the teacher's 
perception of the students' predicted reading ability. In 
the third-grade year the students were also assessed on a 
measure of reading. 
Phonological awareness was measured using several 
tasks. The Initial Consonant Not Same task presented the 
child with four spoken words and t~e child was asked to 
identify the word that began wi=h a different so~nd for 
example, fox, frog, farm, and p~g;. The Final Consonant 
Different task was performed si~ilarly, except the child 
was asked to identify the word which ended with a different 
sound. An example of words used may be dog, frog, pig, and 
cat. In the Rhyme task, the child was asked to name as 
many words as he or she could that rhymed with a word 
presented by the examiner. The Lindamood Auditory 
Conceptualization test required the children to manipulate 
blocks of different colors to represent their understanding 
of speech sound patterns. For example, if /c/ was 
represented by a red block, and /a/ was represented by a 
blue block, and /t/ was represented by a green block, the 
child would place a red, blue and then green block to 
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represent "cat". The syllable counting test required the 
child to tap out the number of syllables in a word 
presented by the examiner. The words were either one, two 
or three syllable words. 
Phonological coding in lexical access was measured by 
the Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) test. For this task the 
children were presented a chart containing an assortment of 
colors, objects, letters, and numbers. The speed with 
which the children completed the task and the number of 
errors made were recorjed. Fas~er sceed and fewer errors 
represent a greater facility fer ;~~~ological coding in 
lexical access. 
Phonological coding in workihg memory was measured 
through the Word String Memory tes~. This task requires 
the children to repeat back a s~ring of four words 
presented by the examiner. The examiner recorded the 
number of errors made, where fewer errors indicated greater 
coding in working memory. 
Additional measures were the Alphabet Recitation test 
and the Finger Localization test. During the Alphabet 
Recitation test the child said the alphabet while the 
examiner recorded the number of letters named correctly 
regardless of order. For the Finger Localization test, 
measuring sensorimotor skills, the child's hands were 
covered and the examiner touched one of the child's 
fingers. Then the child identified on a picture which 
finger was touched. 
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Reading performance was measured with the California 
Achievement Test vocabulary and comprehension subtests. In 
kindergarten, the children were given the Otis-Lennon 
Mental Abilities Test, an individually administered 
intelligence test, to estimate ch2ir general intelligence. 
Results (?elcon, 1992) stc~e~ significant correlations 
between children's sccres on t~e c2scs given in 
kindergarten and third grade reac~ng ability for the 
Initial Consonant, Final Consonanc, Rhyme, Lindamood, all 
the RAN measures (colors, objeccs, letters, and numbers) 
and the Alphabet Recitation tescs. After controlling for 
general intelligence the strongesc correlations were found 
between RAN-letters and the Initial Consonant Not Same 
task. After further analysis only three variables were 
found to be predictive of third grade reading ability, as 
measured by the California Achievement Test: general 
intelligence, the speed of alphabet recitation, and the 
ability to discriminate words based on the beginning sound. 
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Mann (1993) conducted a study measuring the 
relationship of phonemic awareness to reading. Subjects of 
the study were 79 children from white middle class homes. 
This study was designed so that the tests could be group 
administered. In kindergarten the children were given two 
measures of phonemic awareness, a phoneme segmentation 
test, and an invented spelling test. They were also given a 
figure copying test, and the Draw-a-Man test. The phoneme 
awareness tests were accompa:'.l.ie:i w.:.ch pictures to help 
remove some of the memory lead necessary for these tasks. 
In first grade the subjeccs were given the Word 
Identification and Word Attack sut~ests of the Woodcock 
Reading Mastery Test, and the vocajulary and block design 
subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-
Revised. For children in one scheel, scores on the Word 
Knowledge, Word Discrimination, a~d Reading subtests cf the 
Metropolitan Primary Battery were also available. 
Results of the study found both tests of phoneme 
awareness to be significantly related to reading ability. 
Results were significant regardless of the reading test 
used. The phonemic awareness scores accounted for 30%-40% 
of the variance in reading ability. This study also showed 
that group administration is possible in kindergarten and 
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that reduction of the memory load is possible through the 
use of accompanying pictures. 
MacDonald and Cornwall (1995) conducted a longitudinal 
study measuring the relationships between phonological 
awareness, reading, and spelling. This study collected 
follow-up data on 24 of 58 students who had participated in 
another study when in kindergarten. At the time of this 
study the students were in eleventh grade and between the 
ages of 16-17. 
The eleventh graders were g~~en a sound delecion tesc, 
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary===-, che Reading and 
Spelling subtests of the Wide Range Achievement Test-
Revised, and the Word Attack and Passage Comprehension 
subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests-Revised. 
Results of the study found p~onological awareness to 
be a concurrent and long-term predictor of word 
identification and spelling skills. However, none of the 
kindergarten measures predicted reading comprehension 
ability. 
Lonaitudinal Studies Beginning in First Grade 
Jeul, Griffith, and Gough (1986) conducted a study 
testing a simple model of reading acquisition. The simple 
model states that reading is comprised of decoding and 
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listening comprehension, and writing is comprised of 
spelling and ideation. In this model, spelling and 
decoding share a set of spelling-sound correspondence rules 
referred to as orthographic cipher. Knowledge of this 
orthographic cipher comes through phonemic awareness and 
exposure to print. 
Subjects of the study were children from a large lower 
middle income school in Texas. One hundred twenty-nine 
children began the study in first ~rade; however, only 80 
were available in second grade. 
Each child's general inte::~~a~ce was measured using 
the block design and vocabulary s~~tests of the WISC-R. 
Oral language and listening compreiension were measured 
using the Metropolitan Readiness Test and the listening 
comprehension subtest of the IOWA ~est. Phonemic awareness 
was measured through a phonemic segmentation test, a 
blending test, a test for deletion of first and last 
phonemes, and tests for substitution of first and last 
phonemes. Exposure to print was measured by each child's 
place in his or her basal text. Many children in the study 
reported never reading outside of school. Although place 
in basal text was not a perfect measure of print exposure 
it was judged to be fairly accurate. Cipher knowledge was 
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measured by the Bryant Test of Basic Decoding Skills, which 
consists of reading 50 nonsense words. 
Lexical knowledge was measured with the spelling 
subtest of the IOWA test. The spelling and reading 
subtests of the Wide Range Achievement test were used to 
measure spelling and word recognition. Reading 
comprehension was measured with the reading comprehension 
subtest of the IOWA test and a writing sample was taken 
from each child. The children were also asked to tell an 
oral story about a picture. 
Results of the study (Jeul e~ al., 1986) showed that 
listening comprehension and pI'-onemic awareness have a 
strong relationship to spelling, word recognition, writing, 
and reading comprehension. Phonemic awareness was found to 
contribute to cipher knowledge, and children with low 
phonemic awareness scores were unable to decode any of the 
nonsense words. This implies that children will not be 
able to acquire spelling-sound correspondence knowledge 
until a certain basic level of phonemic awareness is 
present. 
Jeul (1988) conducted a similar study. The study began 
with 129 first graders, 54 of whom were followed to the end 
of fourth grade. Reading instruction was from a basal 
series and included sight words, phonics, and contextual 
approaches to word identification. 
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Students were assessed with a phonemic awareness test 
measuring segmentation, blending, deletion of first and 
last phonemes, and substitution of first and last phonemes. 
Decoding and word recognition were also measured. Reading 
and spelling were measured with the Wide Range Achievement 
Test. Listening comprehension was measured with the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test and the Iowa Test of Basic 
Skills (ITBS). Reading compre~ension was also measured 
with the ITBS. The students' place in their basal series 
was measured as well as home readi~s behavior and attitude 
toward reading. The block desig~ and vocabulary subtest of 
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-
R)were used to measure general intelligence. The children 
were also asked to write a story about a friendly ghost and 
then later asked to tell a story orally. 
Results of the study found that 21 of the 24 poor 
readers in first grade were still poor readers in fourth 
grade. The probability of remaining a poor reader was .88. 
Similar results were found for good readers in first grade: 
they remained good readers in fourth grade. The children 
who were poor readers in first grade had low phonemic 
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awareness, poor spelling-sound knowledge, poor listening 
comprehension skill, and poor decoding skills. Several 
factors were identified that seemed to prohibit 
improvements among poor readers, notably their poor 
decoding skills. Lack of decoding skills could have 
contributed to frustration, which resulted in less reading, 
which in turn led to less exposure to print. Good readers 
were exposed to almost double the number of words as poor 
readers. Poor readers read less~~ home and did less 
reading voluntarily. These res~:~s demonstrace the 
possible importance of ider:.ti::y:..r:.~ children with low 
phonemic awareness early on and pr=viding interventions to 
remediate the problems. 
Hurford, Schauf et al., (1994; examined the development 
of phonological and reading sk:..:ls in midwestern children 
through their first-and second- grade years. Subjects (N = 
171) were measured four different times on phonological 
processing, reading ability, and intellectual ability over 
the two year period. Males accounted for 57.3% of the 
sample. 
Two tasks were used to measure phonological processing 
in the students, the phonemic discrimination task and the 
phonemic segmentation task. The phonemic discrimination 
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task required the students to decide whether a standard 
pair of syllables were the same or different than a 
comparison pair (/di/ and /gi/ compared to /gi/ and /gi/). 
All subjects were evaluated using the same syllable pairs. 
In the phonemic segmentation task the student was asked to 
repeat a word or pseudoword given by the examiner. The 
words were all given in consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 
format. The consonants were not always the same within a 
word. After repeating the word given by the examiner the 
student was then asked to pronc~~ce the word without one of 
the consonants. Half of the words had the initial and half 
had the final consonant deleted. 
Reading ability was measured using the Word 
Identification and Word Attack subcests of the Woodcock 
Reading Mastery Test-Revised (WR~T-R), which measure 
children's ability to read words and to use the rules of 
phonics respectively. Intellectual ability was measured 
using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-R) 
Results indicated that the segmentation and 
discrimination tasks were the strongest predictors of 
reading ability group membership for the subjects. These 
tasks were able to accurately place students into a 
nondisabled, reading disabled, or garden-variety poor 
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reader category in second grade. Nondisabled children were 
defined as those having no intellectual deficits and having 
at least average reading ability for their grade. Children 
with reading disabilities were those who displayed a 
discrepancy between their reading ability and overall 
intellectual ability. These children displayed average 
intellectual ability and below average reading ability for 
their grade. Garden-variety poor readers were those 
children who displayed below avera;e reading ability and 
overall intellectual ability. Thcs, this study has shown 
that children who are likely to display a reading 
disability as defined by this study can be identified early 
on in first grade. 
Lonaitudinal Studies Beginnina Pr"or to Kinderaarten 
Bryant, Bradley, MacLean, and Crossland (1989) 
investigated the relationship between reading and 
children's knowledge of nursery rhymes. Subjects of the 
study were 64 children from a wide range of backgrounds. 
The average age of the children at the beginning of the 
study was 3.4 years and the average age at the end of the 
study was 6.3 years. 
Children were measured on knowledge of nursery rhymes, 
phonological sensitivity, reading, spelling, general 
intelligence, and vocabulary. The measure of nursery 
rhymes consisted of five popular rhymes. The child was 
asked to say each specific nursery rhyme. This task was 
created by the authors and no reliability and validity 
coefficients were given. 
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The phonological sensitivity measures consisted of a 
measure of rhyme detection (peg, leg), a rhyme oddity test, 
a phoneme oddity test, an opening fhoneme test, an end 
phoneme test, and an object na~i~s cest. For the rhyme 
oddity test the child was show~ c~ree pictures and asked 
which one did net rhyme with t~e cc~er two (fish, dish, and 
book). The phoneme oddity task ~as similar except the child 
was required to identify the wcrds that shared a single 
phoneme (dog, day, and pen). The cpening phoneme test 
asked the child to say four words and identify which word 
sounded different. The end phoneme test was the same 
except the end sounds were identified. The object naming 
test required the child to name as quickly as possible ten 
pictures presented on a board. 
Reading and spelling were measured with the SPAR 
Reading and Spelling test. The British Picture Vocabulary 
Scale was used to measure general intelligence. This test 
is the British version of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test. 
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Results of the study (Bryant et al., 1989) yielded a 
.59 correlation between nursery rhyme knowledge and reading 
ability three years later. Through the use of a fixed-
order multiple regression, it was determined that the 
relationship was still evident when intelligence, social 
background, and phonological sensitivity were controlled 
for. The study also found that n~:::::-sery rhyme knowledge 
predicted a child's phonological se~sitivity. These 
results support the use of early l~ceracy experiences to 
enhance children's reading. 
Bryant, MacLean, Bradley, and Crossland (1990) 
conducted a study investigating the relationship of phoneme 
detection and rhyme and alliteraticn detection to reading 
ability. This study also investigated three models 
explaining the link between phonological awareness and 
reading. Model 1 states that rhyme and alliteration have 
no connection to reading and that reading and spelling 
ability lead to phoneme detection. Model 2 states that 
rhyme and alliteration lead to phoneme detection, which 
leads to reading and spelling. Model 3 states that rhyme 
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and alliteration and phoneme detection contribute to 
reading and spelling, but do not contribute to each other. 
Subjects were 64 children who began the study at an 
average age of 4 years 7 months and were followed until the 
average age of 6 years 7 months. The subjects came from a 
wide variety of backgrounds. General intelligence scores 
of the sample were obtained using the British Picture 
Vocabulary Test, the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale 
of Intelligence (WPPSI), and t~e Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Child:::-en-Revised (w=sc-:2_ . Overall, the children 
in this sample we-:c:e found tc h2.-Je :::-elatively high ge:ci.eral 
intelligence scores. 
The ability to detect rhyrr,e and alliteration was 
measured using the rhyme-oddity task. Phoneme detection 
was measured through the use of two tests, the phoneme 
deletion test and the phoneme tapping test. 
At the final assessment session of the study, subjects 
were tested in reading, spelling, and arithmetic ability. 
The France Primary Reading Test was given as a measure of 
reading comprehension. The Schonell Graded Word Reading 
Test was given to the children and requires reading single 
words from a list. The Schonell Spelling Test was given to 
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measure spelling ability. Finally, the WISC-R arithmetic 
subtest was given as a measure of math ability. 
Results of the study (Bryant et al., 1990) indicated a 
strong relationship among rhyme and alliteration and 
phoneme detection, disproving the first model. It was also 
found that rhyme and alliteration have a strong 
relationship to reading and spelling. However, rhyme and 
alliteration were not related to the arithmetic test. All 
the measures of phoneme detection ~ere also related to the 
reading and spelli~g measures. These measures were found 
to account for 65%-71% of the ~ariance in reading and 
spelling ability. Thus, supporc was also found for both 
Models 2 and 3 of the relationshif among reading, spelling, 
phoneme detection and rhyme and alliteration. 
Badian (1994) conducted a st~dy measuring the roles of 
phonological processing, naming speed, and orthographic 
knowledge play in reading ability. Subjects were 118 
children from a small school district. The majority of 
children were White and from middle income families. 
Reading and writing in these schools was taught using the 
Won Way method, a multisensory phonetic method. Subjects 
were tested prior to kindergarten entry, in early first 
grade and later in first grade. 
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Prior to kindergarten the subjects were given the 
information and arithmetic subtests of the Wechsler 
Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence (WPPSI) to 
measure verbal intelligence. Subjects were also given the 
sentences subtest of the WPPSI, asked to tell a story about 
a picture, and completed the Rapid Automatized Naming test 
(RAN), using objects to measure language. 
To measure preacademic skills, the subjects were asked 
to name letters, shapes, and colors presented on a card. 
They also completed a syllable caf;~ng test (ptonological 
awareness) and a visual matchi~~ tes~ (orthographic 
processing), in which the resea~cte~ asked the child to 
choose one of four stimuli to matci a target item. 
Visual motor skill was measured through the child's 
ability to write his or her name, copy geometric forms, and 
draw a person. As a measure of preschool reading ability, 
parents were asked to what extent their child could read. 
In November of first grade the subjects were given the 
Basic Reading and Spelling subtests of the Wechsler 
Individual Achievement Test (WIAT). For the reading 
subtest the children are asked to identify sound 
relationships, and perform word recognition and word 
reading tasks. The spelling subtest requires writing 
dictated letters, identifying letters associated with a 
sound, and spelling words. 
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In March of first grade, the subjects were given the 
Reading Comprehension subtest of the Stanford Achievement 
Test (SAT). This test was administered by the school for 
regular testing purposes. 
Results of the study (Badian 1994) indicated that the 
Sentences subtest, the visual matching, and colors tests 
could predict good and poor readers with 91% accuracy. The 
measures of phonological awareness (syllable tapping), 
orthographic processing (visual ma~ching), and object 
naming speed (RAN objects) accounted for 41% of the 
variance in first grade reading and spelling and 30% of the 
variance in first grade reading comprehension. This study 
indicates that phonological awareness, orthographic 
processing, and object naming speed can be used to aid in 
the identification of children at-risk for developing 
reading difficulties. 
In 1995 Badian conducted a similar study measuring the 
relationships between letter naming, phonological awareness 
and orthographic processing with reading ability. Subjects 
of the study were 92 children from the same small school 
district. Students were given measures similar to those 
used in the previous study (Badian, 1994). However, in 
this study reading ability was measured through sixth 
grade. 
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Results of the study indicated that letter naming and 
visual symbol matching were the only measures in preschool 
that held strong correlations with reading and spelling at 
most of the grade levels. However, this effect was found 
only when verbal intelligence and age, which contributed 
greatly to reading and spelling, were controlled for. 
Nonlonaitudinal Studies 
Griffith, Klesius, and Krc~re:· (1992) studied the 
effects of Whole Language vers~s Traditional instruction 
and phonemic awareness ability on ciildren's literacy 
development. Subjects of the study were first grade 
children from a rural district in ?lorida. The children 
were either in a whole language or traditional classroom 
environment. The children were further divided into groups 
of either high or low phonemic awareness skills based on 
their performance on the Gough-Kastler-Roper Phonemic 
Awareness Test. This test measures phonemic segmentation, 
blending, deletion of the first phoneme, deletion of the 
last phoneme, substitution of the first phoneme and 
substitution of the last phoneme. 
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Three tests were used to measure spelling performance: 
a spelling features test, spelling in context, and the Test 
of Written Spelling. The spelling features test was used 
to analyze the letter-sound correspondences acquired by the 
children. The spelling in context test, given in a 
pretest- posttest format, required the children to write a 
story about pictures presented to them. The Test of 
Written Spelling was group administered and required the 
children to spell both predictable and unpredictable words. 
To measure decoding and sound-symbol knowledge, the 
children were asked to read 20 r.or.sense words. The word 
recognition subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic 
Skills was also used to measure decoding ability. The 
comprehension subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic 
Skills was used to measure reading comprehension. To 
measure writing fluency the number of words used and the 
number of unique words used on the pre and posttests of the 
writing samples were used. 
Results of the study indicated that the children with 
high phonemic awareness did significantly better than the 
low phonemic awareness group on each of the measures. 
However, no difference was found based on type of 
instructional environment (whole language vs. traditional) 
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except for the ability to spell unpredictable words. This 
study found that level of phonemic awareness at the 
beginning of the first grade was the variable most related 
to end of the year performance. Type of instruction was 
not related to end of the year performance. Moreover, 
children from the whole language classroom appeared to have 
letter-sound correspondence and decoding skills equal to 
that of the children in the traditional classroom. 
Cornwall (1992) conducted a scudy to investigate the 
relationship between phonological awareness, naming speed, 
verbal memory, and reading and spe~ling. Her sample 
consisted of 54 children with severe reading disabilities. 
Subjects ranged in age from 7 years 5 months to 12 years 3 
months, all subjects had been referred for assessment of 
learning disabilities. 
The subjects were measured on socioeconomic status, 
externalizing behavior (aggression, delinquent behavior), 
general intelligence, reading and spelling. Measures used 
were the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised, 
the Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised reading and 
spelling subtests, the Gray Oral Reading Test-Revised, and 
the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock Reading Mastery 
Test-Revised. The subjects were also given the Sentence 
Memory Test, a Rapid Automatized Naming test, and the 
Rosmer Auditory Analysis Test, a test measuring phoneme 
deletion and blending. 
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Results indicated that background (SES, age, and 
externalizing disorders present), general intelligence and 
the phonological awareness tasks were highly related to 
achievement in reading and spelling. When age, 
socioeconomic status, externalizing problems, and 
intelligence were controlled for, the tests of phonological 
processing, rapid naming, and wori list memory accounted 
for 36% to 67% of che variance in the reading a~d spelling 
tests. 
Hurford et al., (1993) conducted a similar study. Two 
hundred and nine first grade s~udents participated in this 
study. The subjects were give~ similar measures of 
phonological processing, readi~g ability, and intellectual 
ability. 
The researchers found that Word Identification, Word 
Attack, and the phonemic segmentation task were strongly 
related to reading ability. These factors accounted for 
73.4% of the variance in reading. The first grade 
measures, phonemic segmentation, Word Attack, and word 
Identification, were able to classify children with reading 
disabilities and garden variety poor readers with 100% 
accuracy. The ability to identify children at-risk for 
reading disabilities may aid in the implementation of 
interventions to remediate phonological deficits. 
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Stahl and Murray (1994) conducted a study measuring 
the effects of phonological aware~ess on early reading 
ability. Subjects were 52 kindergarten and 61 first-grade 
children. Approximately half of t~e children were from a 
Catholic school in a small Scut~e~s~ern city, while the 
remaining students were from a =~~:ic school in the same 
city. The Catholic school ch~lire~ were fairly 
homogeneous, coming mostly from N~~ce middle- to upper-
middle-income families. However, :~e public school 
children came from more heterogene=us economic and racial 
backgrounds. Males and females were equally represented. 
The children were measured or- phonological awareness, 
written language and memory. The :ests of phonological 
awareness consisted of blending, isolation, segmentation, 
and deletion tasks. Each of these tasks were represented 
in one of four levels of linguistic complexity, analyzing 
onsets and rimes (CVC words), analyzing vowels and codas 
within rhymes (CVC), analyzing phonemes containing cluster 
onsets (CCVC) and analyzing phonemes containing cluster 
codas (CVCC). 
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The measures of written language included: alphabet 
knowledge, a measure of reading, and a spelling measure. 
For the alphabet knowledge task the children were asked to 
name 54 upper and lower case letters presented on a list. 
An informal reading inventory was used to assess the 
children's reading ability. For this task the children 
were asked to read several passages at varying grade 
levels. Then the children were asied to retell the passage 
to the examiner. These tasks served as measures of oral 
reading and whether the child was reading for meaning. 
The children were asked to Sfell five words the besc 
that they could. The words were presented to the students 
in a sentence and were scored based on the accuracy 
compared to a conventional spel:ing. The Digit Span 
subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-
Revised was administered to measure working memory in the 
children. 
Results of the study showed that a level of letter 
recognition is beneficial for reading, along with the 
ability to manipulate onsets and rhymes within syllables. 
Results also showed that the ability to isolate a phoneme 
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from the beginning or end of a word is beneficial to 
reading. These skills can be classified in a hierarchy of 
complexity. Knowledge of letter names may allow a child to 
better manipulate onsets and rhymes, which may enable basic 
word recognition, leading to more complex forms of 
phonological awareness. 
Reading and Phonemic Awareness: A Reciprocal Relationship? 
Studies have been done to investigate the possibility 
of a reciprocal relationship becween reading and phonemic 
awareness. Torneus (1984) conduc~ed a study investigating 
the causal relationship betwee~ reading and phonological 
awareness. Subjects of the study ~ere 46 children in a 
dyslexic experimental group and 44 children in a control 
group. The subjects were tested in first and second grade. 
Prior to beginning the study all children were measured on 
cognitive development using the Raven Progressive Matrices 
Test, and were measured on reading and spelling skills. 
Group membership was determined by scores on the reading 
test. The dyslexic group was determined first and then the 
control group was matched to them based on sex, classroom, 
and Raven score. 
Reading was assessed using a silent reading test 
consisting of 400 isolated words. Children were asked to 
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mark the picture that illustrated the word read. The test 
was given at the end of first grade and again at the 
beginning of second grade. 
Spelling was assessed through a dictation test 
consisting of 30 phonetically spelled words in first grade. 
At the beginning of second grade 28 different phonetically 
spelled words were used, and during the middle of second 
grade 34 words were tested. Seve~ceen of the words were 
the same as the words used in the segmentation task 
discussed below. 
Metaphonological skills, :hcs2 tasks requiring a 
redirection of attention from cie ~eaning of words to the 
sound properties, were measured th~ough a segmentation 
task, a blending task, a deletion task, and a position 
analysis test. The position a~alysis task required the 
child to indicate which sound in a word followed a target 
sound. For example, in the word "cat" which sound follows 
the /a/ sound? 
Results of the study indicated that each of the 
metaphonological tasks differed in thecognitive skills 
needed to perform the task. Torneus also found the largest 
causal influence on spelling was metaphonological 
abilities. However, metaphonological abilities were 
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dependent on cognitive and language development. Through 
the use of a goodness-of-fit test, no causal influence was 
found for spelling ability on metaphonological ability. 
This indicated no reciprocal relationship between spelling 
and metaphonological abilities. 
Results indicated that metaphonological abilities and 
cognitive development have an influence on reading. 
Through the use of a goodness-of-fit causal model test, 
reading ability was found to have no significant causal 
influence on metaphonological a~ili~y. These results do 
net support a reciprocal re:atio~s~~~ between reading, 
spelling, and phonological awareness. 
Perfetti, Beck, Bell, and ~ugnes (1987) also 
investigated the reciprocal relationship between reading 
and phonemic awareness. The st~dy began with 82 first 
graders and 17 second graders; ~owever, data is only 
reported on the 82 first graders. Subjects were either in 
a basal reading group or a direct code teaching method 
group. Subjects in the direct code method were taught 
explicitly to blend. 
Subjects completed a synthesis task (blending), a 
tapping task, and a deletion task on each of four 
measurements days. Subjects also completed a pseudoword 
reading test and the reading subtest of the Wide Range 
Achievement Test. 
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The researchers found deletion to be the best 
predictor of word reading, as measured by each students' 
reading progress and the Wide Range Achievement test 
scores. However, in the first two measurements synthesis 
was also a good predictor. Through the use of multiple 
regressions, the last three scores in deletion accounted 
for 77% of the variance in word reading. Deletion was also 
found to be the best predictor the subjects' curriculum 
progress. Curriculum progress was determined by each 
child's place in the school's curriculum. 
Partial time-lag correlations were computed to 
determine if phonemic awareness predicts reading or vice 
versa. For the synthesis task, phonemic awareness was 
found to predict success in reading more than reading 
success was found to predict phonemic awareness. For 
deletion, pseudoword reading predicted later deletion 
ability, which, in turn, led to later reading ability in 
the basal group. For the direct code group, pseudoword 
reading predicted later deletion, but deletion never 
predicted later reading. These results imply that phonemic 
synthesis influences later reading, and reading enables 
later deletion, which in some cases, enhances reading. 
Thus, to some extent a reciprocal relationship between 
, 
reading and phonemic awareness was found. 
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Bentin (1993) examined a similar relationship in 
Hebrew. Subjects of the study were 91 children from 15 
public kindergartens in Israel. The kindergartens were 
randomly selected from several middle-income neighborhoods. 
The children were not instructed i~ reading acquisition or 
provided with formal exposure to frint. 
The children were measured i:-_ phonological awareness 
and reading. The measures of pho~~logical awareness 
required them to isolate the first phoneme of spoken words, 
isolate the first phoneme in picture names, isolate the 
last phoneme in spoken words, isolate the last phoneme in 
picture names, select two pictures that had matching 
phonemes, identify a missing sound in a word and identify 
what word is left when a sound is deleted. The reading 
test consisted of single printed words that the child was 
required to read aloud. 
The children were divided into control and 
experimental groups after being measured in phonemic 
awareness. The children in the lowest quartile of phonemic 
awareness were selected for the experimental groups. The 
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experimental groups were then further divided into one of 
four training groups: phonemic segmentation, phonemic 
segmentation and letter shapes, general language skill, and 
no specific training. This last group served as a second 
control group. Training lasted for an hour per week for 10 
weeks. Following the training the subjects were assessed 
on their phonemic awareness and reading levels. 
Results (Bentin, 1993) showed that the groups trained 
in phonemic segmentation improved in phonological 
awareness. Following the training, the group initially 
high in phonemic awareness and ~he groups trained in 
segmentation were not significantly different. 
After four months of reading instruction, the control 
group that was originally high in phonological awareness 
were the best readers. They were followed by the group 
trained in segmentation. The control group with poor 
phonological awareness was the lowest in reading ability. 
After nine months of reading instruction similar results 
were found. Following reading instruction the control 
group's phonemic awareness increased. These results imply 
a reciprocal relationship between reading and phonemic 
awareness. The authors report that "phonemic awareness is a 
necessary condition for normal reading acquisition, and in 
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most children it is a consequence of reading instruction" 
(p. 145). 
Wagner, Torgesen, and Rashotte (1994) conducted a 
similar study with American children. Two hundred and 
eighty-eight children began the study in kindergarten; 244 
were followed for the entire three years. There was an 
equal representation of males and females, and the majority 
of the sample was White. 
The children were given 22 tests measuring 
phonological awareness, letter naming, and vocabulary. The 
tests consisted of a deletion test, an oddity test, a 
segmentation test, three blending tests, and a test 
requiring the child to identify a word, from a group of 
three, that begins with the same sound as a target word 
(e.g., bag: jet, box, tub). 
The children also listened to sentences and repeated 
them verbatim. Digit span was measured with digits 
presented orally and on a computer screen. The children 
were then asked a question, asked to reply "yes" or "no," 
and then say the last word in the sentence. This test was 
considered to measure working memory. 
The next group of tests required the naming of letters 
and digits, both individually and together, in isolation 
and serially. The word identification and word analysis 
subtest of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test were also 
,, 
administered to measure-decoding skill. Vocabulary was 
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measured with the Stanford-Binet Vocabulary test. 
Prereading knowledge was measured by letter-name knowledge 
and letter-sound knowledge. The tests were administered 
individually to each child in random order in the fall of 
the kindergarten, first and second grade years. Tests were 
administered over four sessions in a two-week period. 
Wagner et al. (1994) found t~at the five phonological 
abilities have a redundant and si~~ltaneous effect on 
decoding ability. In other words, all five abilities 
exerted the same effect at the same time. These abilities 
were found to be predictors of later reading. Causal 
influences were found for all five phonological processing 
abilities and decoding; A causal influence for letter-name 
knowledge on phonological abilities was also found. This 
relationship was found to be significantly smaller than the 
one between phonological abilities and decoding. The 
authors believe these results indicate a reciprocal 
relationship between reading and phonological awareness. 
Intervention Studies of Phonemic Awareness and 
Emergent Literacy 
O'Connor, Jenkins, Leicester, and Slocum (1993) 
conducted a study investigating the effect phonological 
training would have on children with disabilities. 
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Subjects of the study were 47 four, five, and six year olds 
with learning disabilities selected from a special 
education preschool. All children had been previously 
identified and labeled as learning disabled according to 
the school criteria. The children were pretested using the 
McCarthy Scales of Children's F.bilities and nine tests 
measuring phonological awareness (rhyming, blending, and 
segmenting). Only children who were considered low in 
phonemic awareness were admitted into the study. The 
children were assigned to one of four groups using a 
randomized block design. The children were matched on age 
and general cognitive ability. The experimental groups 
consisted of a blender group, a segmenter group, a rhymer 
group, and a control group. Each group would later receive 
training in a specific skill area. For example, the 
blender group received training in various aspects of 
blending phonemes. 
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Phase I of the training lasted for three weeKs, and 
each group was trained in a specific skill area (blending, 
segmenting, or rhyming). During this phase the subjects 
were trained only in one aspect of their skill area. For 
example, the blender group was trained only in blending 
continuous stretched sounds. At the end of phase I a 
midtest was given to each group. Each group was tested to 
see whether the training would generalize to other skills 
in that specific area. For example, the blenders were 
tested on blending stretched sounds and blending separated 
sounds. However, they were not tested on segmenting or 
rhyming. 
Phase II lasted four weeks and continued the 
previously taught task. In addition, training was extended 
to other skills in the area. Now the blenders were taught 
to blend completely separated sounds, words beginning with 
stop sounds, and to blend onset and rimes. 
During both phases the control group participated in 
regular preschool activities. They received no specific 
training in any area of phonological awareness. 
During posttest assessment each subject was tested 
individually in all nine phonological subtests and in 
letter recognition. The blending training produced 
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significant effects on all three tasks for the blender 
group: blending continuous sounds, blending onset and rime, 
and blending separate sounds. Similar results were found 
for the segmenting and the rhyming tasks. Control subjects 
performed significantly lower than the trained groups in 
blending, segmenting, and rhyming. While many of the 
children did improve slightly in the areas other than their 
specific training area, the gains were much larger in the 
training area. When mental age was controlled for, the 
training accounted for a large prc;ortion of the variance 
in posttest phonological pertor~a~~e. 
These results show that it is possible to train 
students with learning disabilities in phonological 
awareness. Furthermore, these skills can be taught before 
the children begin formal reading instruction. 
Hurford, Johnston et al. (1994) conducted a follow-up 
study to investigate the possibilicy of training first 
grade students labeled as at-risk for developing a reading 
disability. Four hundred and thirty-one students from four 
school systems were subjects of the study. Based on 
reading scores obtained from the Woodcock Reading Mastery 
Test-Revised and general intelligence scores derived from 
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, students were put into 
one of three groups: nondisabled (ND), reading disabled 
(RD), and garden variety poor readers (GV). 
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During both pretest and posttest the children were 
measured on phonemic segmentation and phonemic 
discrimination. The Word Identification and Word Attack 
subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-Revised were 
used to measure the ability to read words and use phonics 
rules. 
Students underwent training in intrasyllable 
discrimination (short and long :as~) and phonemic 
segmentation and blending. Tra~ning was done through the 
use of a computer. For the intrasyllable discrimination 
training short task, the studen: was auditorily presented 
with a standard syllable and a comparison syllable over the 
computer. The two sets of syllables were presented 
successively, separated by a shore pause. By pressing one 
of two computer keys, the student was required to 
discriminate whether the two syllables were the same or 
different. The subject was immediately provided feedback 
regarding the correctness of the response. The long task 
version of this training was identical except the pause 
between syllable presentation was longer. 
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Magnetic letters and a magnet board were used for the 
blending and segmenting training. For the blending 
training the letters to be blended were placed on the 
magnet board separated by space. The trainer pointed to 
each letter as he/she said the sound and the child was told 
to . "put the sounds together" (p. 650) . The same procedure 
was used for the segmenting task only this time the 
procedure was reversed. 
The researchers (Hurford, Johnston et al., 1994) 
indicated that the experimental and control groups were 
similar in performance at pretest on the discrimination 
task, but the training groups performed significantly 
better after training. The training was judged to be 
effective for improving phonological awareness skills. 
Prior to training the ND group was significantly different 
from the RD and GV groups. After training no difference 
existed among the three groups in reading skills. 
The effect of the training on reading ability was also 
examined. While the three groups were significantly 
different on Word Attack and Word Identification scores 
prior to training, no difference exi.sted among the groups 
following training. The RD group that was trained made the 
largest gains in reading scores, while the control groups 
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made the smallest gains. These results support the use of 
phonemic awareness training in children who are at-risk for 
reading disabilities. 
Weiner (1994) investigated the effect of phonemic 
awareness training on reading ability of low and middle 
achieving first graders. Seventy-nine White, middle-income 
first graders were subjects of the study. Based on 
individual scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 
students were either placed in the low-achieving group 
(scores below the 32nd percentile) or the middle-achieving 
group (scores between the 32nd and 68th percentile). 
Pretest data were collected ~sing the Gates-MacGinitie 
Reading Test, a phonemic segmentation test, a phonemic 
deletion test, and a phoneme delet~on and substitution 
test. The students were also give~ a decoding test and 
oral reading test. The oral reading test was designed to 
measure word recognition strategies and comprehension. 
The subjects were then randomly assigned to a 
treatment condition: phonemic awareness training only, 
phonemic awareness training and decoding, phonemic 
awareness training, decoding and reading, or the control 
group. The phonemic awareness only group received training 
in segmentation, blending, deletion, and substitution of 
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phonemes. This was considered a "skill and drill" (p. 283) 
method because no emphasis was given to the conceptual 
connection between these skills and reading. 
The phonemic awareness and decoding group received the 
same training. In addition, at the end of each lesson the 
students were given the opportunity to relate the skills to 
a decoding activity. Decoding activities consisted of 
having the student decode target words and transfer words 
that differed by one sound from the target word (bat and 
cat) 
The phonemic awareness, decod~ng, and reading group 
received the same training as the previous group. In 
addition, they were allowed to apply phonemic awareness 
skills learned in training to reading a narrative text. 
The trainer made specific links between words in the story 
and previous phonemic awareness skills and to learning to 
read. 
The control group remained in the regular classroom 
during the intervention phase and received no additional 
training. They were included to discern the impact of 
training versus no training. 
Regardless of training group there were significant 
improvements on all of the dependent variables 
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(segmentation, deletion, deletion and substitution, 
decoding, and the Gates-MacGinitie). However, low-ability 
and middle-ability subjects responded to the training 
differently. For the low-ability subjects, the semi-
conceptual and the conceptual training were the least 
effective. These trainings involved the student's being 
taught skills and then were instructed in how those skills 
related to reading. 
In relationship to reading, phonemic training vs. no 
phonemic training did not improve decoding, as measured by 
the decoding test, Gates-MacGinitie, or oral reading 
scores. The only difference found in relation to 
comprehension was from the "skill and drill" group. They 
displayed the steepest increase in comprehension from pre-
to posttest. Since the training did not make a significant 
difference in phonemic awareness and/or reading ability, 
the author believes that the change in reading ability may 
have been due to the phonics-oriented reading instruction 
in the classroom, which may have matured the skills needed 
for the test. 
Castle, Riach, and Nicholson (1994) conducted an 
experiment to test the effects of phonemic awareness 
training in a Whole Language classroom. Fifty-one students 
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who were judged to have very low phonemic awareness skills 
were selected to be in the study. At pretest and posttest 
the subjects were given the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test, a 10-item concrete operativity test, several tasks 
measuring segmentation, deletion, blending, and 
substitution of phonemes, the Bryant Test of Basic Decoding 
Skills, the Burt Word Reading test, and the Clay Word 
Reading test. 
Based on the Peabody and phonemic awareness scores the 
subjects were matched and placed i~to three groups: 
phonemic training, alternative tra:ning, and unseen 
control. Each training groups was taught for 20 minutes a 
week for 15 weeks. 
The phonemic training group received training in 
segmenting, blending, rhyme, and alliteration skills. The 
alternative training group received training in the meaning 
of words. Focus was given to the names of letters instead 
of sounds and some time was spent with the researcher 
reading to the group. 
The phonemic training group experienced the largest 
gain scores from pretest to posttest. However, all groups 
experienced significant increases in scores. The phonemic 
training did have an impact on reading skills. This was 
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determined by the phonemic training group's significantly 
higher reading posttest scores as compared to their pretest 
scores. This study also provided support for the 
effectiveness of phonemic awareness training. 
Gillon and Dodd (1995) investigated training effects 
on a small sample of Australian children. Ten students 
between 10 and 12 years of age, with specific reading 
disabilities, were the subjects of this study. The 
subjects had also been involved in a larger longitudinal 
study by the same authors (in p~ess). The students 
received regular reading instruction during the 
intervention period; however, any additional interventions 
the students may have been receiving were stopped at this 
time. All subjects were found to be of average 
intelligence. 
Reading accuracy and reading comprehension were 
measured using the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability-
Revised. This is a standardized reading test frequently 
used in Australia. Knowledge of semantic and syntactic 
structures in expressive language was measured using the 
Formulated Sentences subtest of the Clinical Evaluation of 
Language Fundamentals-Revised (CLEF-R). Phonological 
processing was measured through spelling real and nonwords 
and a spoonerism task. The Lindamood Auditory 
Conceptualization Test (LAC) was also used to identify 
auditory discrimination skills. 
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The 10 students were randomly divided into one of two 
groups. Group 1 received phonological training and then 
semantic-syntactic training, Group 2 received the training 
in the opposite order. 
The phonological training consisted of a similar 
program to the Tracking Speech Sounds section of the 
Auditory Discrimination in Depth Program-revised (ADD) 
This program requires students to use colored blocks to 
represent sounds. Students used the blocks to identify the 
order, number, similarities and differences of the sounds 
in syllables. 
The semantic-syntactic training was composed of 
worksheet activities dealing with the structure of 
sentences. Activities included: identifying complete 
sentences, forming complex and compound sentences, reducing 
complex and compound sentences, expanding sentences, 
recognition of nonsense sentences and combining information 
to make sentences. 
Results (Gillon & Dodd, 1995) indicated that the 
students made accelerated progress in reading performance 
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as compared to their growth in the previous two years. 
Group 1 made significantly more improvements in spelling 
real words, nonwords, and the spoonerism task than Group 2. 
After receiving just one of the training programs, each 
group made significantly more improvements in that area 
than the other group. For example, after receiving only 
the semantic-syntactic training, Group 2 made significantly 
more progress in the ability to fo~mulate compound and 
.. ::,,.:r_~ 
complex sentences. After each grc~p received both training 
sessions, the differences decreasei. Significant increases 
in reading accuracy were found, b1.:.-: not in comprehension, 
following the training. These results again support the 
use of training to enhance phonemis awareness and certain 
reading skills. 
McGuinness, McGuinness, and r::onohue (1995) also 
investigated the effects of traini~g in phonemic awareness. 
Subjects of the study were 45 children enrolled in either a 
Montessori school or another local private school. The 
children were found to have above average intelligence and 
were from high socioeconomic levels. The Montessori group 
formed one of the experimental groups. Children from the 
private school were randomly assigned to one of two first 
grade classrooms. One was chosen to be an experimental 
group along with the Montessori class and the remaining 
first grade classroom was the control group. 
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The two experimental teachers received training in the 
Auditory Discrimination in Depth program (ADD). This 
program "provides explicit instruction in English phonology 
(phonological awareness) and in how each sound is connected 
to print" (p. 844). Teachers and children were informed of 
the goals and general beliefs of the program prior to 
beginning. In addition, the students receiving ADD 
training were taught the rest of the curriculum in the 
usual way. The teacher in the control group used a 
modified whole language approach to teaching which included 
minimal phonics instruction. 
Subjects were tested prior to the training using the 
following tests: Woodcock Reading Mastery Word 
Identification and Word Attack subtests, Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test, an oral comprehension test, the Lindamood 
Auditory Conceptualization Test (LAC), tests of short-term 
memory for rhyming and nonrhyming words, Rapid Automatized 
Naming of colors and pictures, and the Probe Test of visual 
sequential memory. The Probe Test measured visual memory, 
and consisted of the child being shown single digits on a 
laminated card. Each card was placed face down and to the 
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right of the previous card. After four, five, or six 
digits were placed down, the child was given a target digit 
and asked to point to the place of the target digit on the 
table. 
Results showed that training in the ADD program 
significantly increased reading scores of the subjects 
compared to their own previous performance. Both 
experimental groups performed better than the control group 
on the Word Identification and the Word Attack subtests. 
Word Attack scores improved more that Word identification 
scores. Therefore, the authors believe that the ADD 
program has a greater effect on decoding as opposed to word 
recognition. 
Summary of Studies 
It is clear that phonemic awareness has been found to 
be a predictor of reading and spelling success. Most of 
the studies described above used the same basic structure 
and design: a measure of phonemic awareness was given to a 
young child, usually in kindergarten or first grade. These 
same children were then given a reading test between first 
and third grade. Most of the studies described above came 
to the same general conclusions: scores on a measure of 
phonemic awareness predict scores on a later measure of 
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reading for children under grade 3. However, the National 
Association of Education of Young Children (NAEYC) does not 
recommend the use of tests with children younger than third 
grade. In fact, NAEYC standards indicate that test results 
for children under grade three are at best problematic and 
at worst invalid. Perhaps instead of finding a correlation 
between phonemic awareness and literacy, the studies are 
actually finding a correlation in young child's ability to 
take two similar kinds of tests. 
In order to more clearly unde~stand the relationship 
between phonemic awareness and eme~gent literacy, it is 
necessary to move beyond purely testing. It would be 
beneficial to investigate what ty:;::;es of literacy activities 
preschool children engage in while at preschool. An entire 
body of research exists supportinq the use- of observation, 
time-sampling and event-sampling i::i the preschool setting, 
which is well represented by Clarke-Stewart, Gruber, and 
Fitzgerald (1994). At this time there is a need to study 
phonemic awareness through testing and observation of 
children engaging in literacy activities. It is necessary 
to identify if a relationship exists between phonemic 
awareness and what types of literacy activities the 





Participants in the study were 14 children from a 
local private preschool. Th~ parents of 16 children 
granted informed consent for participation; however, one 
child was absent the first four weeks of data collection, 
and one child left prior to the final assessment. These 
children were not used for data analysis. All children 
were either five years old at the beginning of the study or 
turned five during the study. 
The preschool was located in a Lutheran Church in a 
moderately-sized university community located in the 
Midwest. Children attended the program for two hours and 
15 minutes a day on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. The 
curriculum focused on academic skills and provided a 
structured environment. The children also engaged in 
religious activities as part of the curriculum. In 
addition to two classroom teachers, a field experience 
student from a local community college worked with the 
children. The preschool provided the children with many 
opportunities to engage with literacy materials and 
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participate in literacy activities. The literacy program 
at the preschool is consistent with skills-oriented 
research recommendations for developing phonemic awareness 
and literacy. 
The preschool provided the children with a structured 
environment. Each day, a clear schedule of activities was 
followed and the children were informed of the daily 
activities each morning at "planning" time. The teacher 
would share with the children what activities were 
scheduled and which ones needed to be finished that day. 
Most days had a theme that was followed, such as a letter 
day, color day, or holiday theme. On these days several 
activities were planned that centered on the theme. In the 
judgement of the researcher, this preschool placed great 
emphasis on academic skills (numbers, letter names and 
sounds, counting) and teaching the children how to be good 
students in kindergarten. The children were taught to work 
quietly, raise their hand, not to talk when the teacher was 
talking, and that work completion comes before playtime. 
By the time the researcher left the preschool most children 
knew all the letter names and sounds and could count to 
100. Academically and behaviorally the children had many 
experiences that seemed intended to prepare them for 
kindergarten. 
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The academic focus frequently carried over to free 
playtime, which was often used as "work time". Most days 
the children had work to complete while at preschool. Work 
could include things such as crafts, numbers worksheets, 
and letter activities. When the children would finish 
their work, they were then able to choose an activity. 
Most days during "planning time" t:ie teacher would remind 
the children of how much work thev had to do that day and 
that they would be very busy. 
Each day the children had cir:le time, which included 
singing, prayer, choosing leaders, and possibly reading, 
sharing, or letter games. The children also had snack 
every day followed by library time. During library time 
the children either looked at books or did puzzles. The 
teacher would designate whether beys or girls would be able 
to look at books or puzzles. One day a week was choice day 
and the children could choose either a book or puzzle. 
Reading instruction was a combination of phonics 
instruction and exposure to literature. The teachers 
designed activities so that the children were practicing 
the skills in a variety of ways. 
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Reading activities also included having letter days 
where one letter was focused on that day (e.g., G day, V 
day, R day). The children traced the upper case and lower 
case letter on a paper and then decorated them according to 
a teacher model. They also were asked to bring in the 
letter cut out from newspapers or magazines. During circle 
time they would play the letter game in which the teacher 
had a bag full of objects that began with the letter. She 
would hold up an item, the children would say the letter 
sound and then identify the object. Much of the reading 
instruction focused on repetition of letter names and 
sounds. The children were frequently obseryed repeating the 
alphabet, or nameing the sound a pirticular letter makes. 
In addition, the children were able to look at books or 
could be read to during library time and could choose to 
look at books during free play. However, only one time 
during observation did any of the children look at books 
during free play time. On two occasions a librarian from 
the local library came in and read stories to the children. 
The classroom teacher indicated that she believed that the 
children need a balance between phonics instruction and 
literature-based experiences to become good readers. 
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Data Collection 
In order to understand how children engaged in 
literacy activities_in preschool, the children wer~ 
observed while at preschool. There were 20 observational 
data collection sessions over 12 weeks. According to the 
first data collection schedule, the children were supposed 
to be observed on Wednesday and Friday mornings every week. 
However, some weeks the children were only observed once 
because they did not have school for a variety of reasons 
(bad weather, conferences, and holidays). The children 
were observed the entire time that they were at preschool, 
(excluding their bathroom break) .. To ensure 
confidentiality, prior to data collection, each child was 
assigned a code name so that his/her actual name could not 
be identified. Any time a specific child is referred to 
throughout this paper the code name is used. 
During the first two weeks of data collection each 
child was watched for 15 minutes and extensive field notes 
were written on what that child did and said (see Table 2). 
After each 15-minute interval, a different child was 
observed. The children were watched in a systematic order 
that was randomly determined. Field notes were used to 
generate a checklist of activities that the children did 
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while at preschool (see Appendix A). The checklist was 
reviewed with three faculty advisors. A rationale for 
identifying each activity was given and descriptions for 
those activities were developed. The first two weeks were 
also used for the researcher to become familiar with the 
children, the environment, and the schedule of the room. 
Table 1 
Chronoloov of Data Collection 
Week 
Weeks 1 and 2 
Weeks 3 through 6 
Weeks 7 through 12 
Data Collection Method 
Observation, field notes 
taken on individual children 
Observation, field notes 
taken on individual children, 
behavior checklist every 15 
minutes 
Time sampling using 
checklists and event sampling 
During the next four weeks, the children were observed 
in the same manner and similar notes were taken. In 
addition, after each 15-minute period the entire group was 
surveyed. A mark was placed by each child's name on the 
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checklist to identify what activity the child was 
participating in at that time. The observation notes and 
checklists generated during this period were used to 
generate hypotheses about the children and the literacy 
activities taking place at the preschool. 
Initially the children were observed in numerical 
order based on the random number assigned to them. 
However, it soon became apparent that due to the schedule 
of the preschool, the same children were frequently seen 
doing the same activities and other children were not being 
seen in these activities. For example, the same boy was 
observed during library time for three consecutive weeks, 
while no other children were observed during library time. 
Therefore, the order in which the children were observed 
was randomized so that each child could be seen doing a 
variety of activities. By the end of this four-week 
period, the researcher discovered that the children were 
not engaging in new activities that were not part of the 
checklist. Therefore, it was decided that the data 
collection method should be altered to see if a new method 
of data collection would yield different results. Thus the 
15-minute observations of individual children were 
terminated. 
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During the final six weeks of data collection, time 
sampling and event sampling procedures were used. Time 
sampling was completed through the use of checklists during 
free play, circle time and library time (see Appendix B). 
These activities were chosen because they consume the 
majority of the children's time while at preschool. Each 
checklist included the children's names and provided space 
to record what the children were doing. For example, the 
free play checklist listed the activities the children 
could do during free play across the top of the form. The 
children's names were listed down one side of the form. A 
mark was made in the appropriate box indicating what the 
child was doing. For example, if Susan was playing in the 
sandbox, an "X" was placed in the sandbox column under her 
name. It was also noted whom the child was with and how 
these children were engaging in the activity. This 
information was used to generate frequency data relating to 
how often each child engaged in the different activities 
provided. 
Event sampling was used to record anything any child 
did related to literacy and of particular interest to the 
researcher. These activities were recorded on a separate 
sheet of paper and were used to supplement the other 
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information gathered about the children. For example, it 
was noted whenever a child chose to look at a book during 
free time, any storytelling they may have been involved in, 
and so on. 
Phonemic Awareness 
In order to measure the children's levels of phonemic 
awareness, each child was given two assessments. All 
children were given the Test of Phonological Awareness 
(TOPA) and a supplemental test of phonemic awareness. The 
TOPA consists of 10 items in 2 subtests, and a maximum 
score of 20 points is possible. The TOPA is orally 
administered and the children mark a line through the 
picture they choose. The first subtest requires the child 
to identify the word picture, from a choice of three that 
begins with the same sound as a target word. For example, 
the target word "leg" might be presented with pictures of a 
lamp, hand, and fish. The second subtest requires the 
child to identify the word in a group of four that begins 
with a different sound than the other three words. For 
example, which of the following words begins with a 
different sound than the others: sock, jack, jail, and jar. 
The test can be group or individually administered and was 
designed for children age 5 and up. Internal consistency 
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reliability for five-year-olds on the TOPA is .9. Test-
retest reliability for five-year-olds is .84. Concurrent 
validity is .66 and predictive validity with the Woodcock 
Reading Mastery Test is .62. 
The author also constructed the supplemental test of 
phonemic awareness. This test was orally administered and 
required oral responses. The instrument consisted of four 
subtests with four items in each for a total of 16 points 
possible. The four subtests were segmenting, blending, 
deleting initial phonemes, and deleting final phonemes. 
Segmenting required the child to identify how many sounds 
were ·in a particular word. For example, how many sounds 
are in the word cat? Blending required the child to 
combine sounds to construct a word. For example, what word 
do you get if you combine /b/ /i/ /k/? Deleting initial 
phonemes required the child to say a word without the 
initial phoneme. For example, say cat without the /k/ 
sound, fil. Deleting final phonemes required the child to 
say a word without the last phoneme. For example, say dog 
without the /g/ sound. 
At the end of the 12-week period, all children were 
given the two assessments. The children were divided into 
two groups of seven for the group administration of the 
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TOPA. The first group was given the TOPA by the researcher 
and another graduate student. During the administration 
the children had difficulty with not saying the answers out 
loud, looking at each other's papers, and covering their 
papers. These issues were carefully explained to the 
children, however, the children did not appear to be 
developmentally ready for this type of activity. 
Therefore, the tests were determined to be invalid and were 
thrown·out of the data pool. It was determined.that the 
children should be given the. assessment individually. 
On the next day of assessment data collection the 
researcher individually administered the supplemental test 
of phonemic awareness to all the children. The children 
had become familiar with the researcher during the previous 
12 weeks and they showed no hesitation or reluctance toward 
working with her. The testing took approximately five 
minutes per child. 
Due to complications with the initial group 
administration of the TOPA, on the following Monday the 
children were individually administered the TOPA. Children 
who had not been part of the group administration were the 
first to be given the TOPA. This maximized the length of 
time between the failed group assessment and the individual 
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assessments. To help alleviate any confusion, when those 
children who had already taken the TOPA in group 
administration were tested the researcher indicated to them 
that the questions might seem similar to ones they had 
previously been asked. However, none of the children 
indicated any questions or concerns about being asked to do 
it again individually. All testing was completed over the 
course of three testing days. The researcher scored each 
child's test by hand and calculated raw scores for both 
instruments. 
Data Analvsis 
Following the first six weeks of data collection, 
analysis using the constant comparative method began 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In the first stage of analysis 
all the field notes were read to identify events that could 
be defined as literacy. All events identified were marked 
with a highlighter and dated. One month later the notes 
were read again and any'events that could be defined as 
literacy and were not already marked were marked with a 
different colored highlighter and dated. At this time 
another researcher read the notes to check for any other 
events that could be labeled literacy. Those that were 
found were marked in a different color and dated. 
Following this process, the two researchers met and 
discussed all events that had been included as literacy. 
Justification was provided for why certain events were 
included or excluded. This process continued until a 
consensus was reached. 
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Following this process, the events labeled as literacy 
were cut from the text of the field notes and placed into a 
file of literacy events. The list of literacy events .w..as 
reviewed and each event was given a literacy category 
label. When all events had been labeled, the list was 
reviewed with another researcher to check for agreement. 
When all events had a label they were grouped together by 
category. Ten categories were identified: reading, 
language use, memory/recall, writing, letter awareness, 
number recognition, phoneme awareness, book baggies, story 
telling, and story recognition. 
The next phase of analysis consisted of developing 
definitions for the categories·based on the events that 
were in that category. Therefore, a definition of reading 
was developed based on the specific events that were in 
that category. Upon development of all category 
definitions, the two researchers met again to verify and 
check the definitions. Each definition was discussed and 
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refined until consensus was reached. The categories were 
not mutually exclusive as some events were placed in more 
than one category. The categories were defined as follows: 
Reading included any time the child was reading or 
looking at a book. Reading could be independent, with a 
peer, a group of peers, or with an adult. The child may 
have been telling a story that related to the pictures in 
the book. Reading also included any event during which the 
child read any words written anywhere. Reading could 
either be adult initiated or child initiated. 
Languaae Use included any time the child engaged in 
defining words, advanced use of language above the child's 
developmental level, or the use of language to facilitate 
fantasy play. However, events such as making up stories 
and sharing those stories with others were not included in 
this category as they were included in a separate category 
of storytelling. 
Memorv/Recall involved the child performing an act 
that required the child, when cued, to retrieve information 
from memory and repeat it. Memory/recall events included 
such things as counting, naming the alphabet, singing, and 
praying. 
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Writing events occurred any time that the children 
used pencil, pen, crayon, or marker to write their names or 
other words. Writing events could be either teache~ 
initiated or child initiated. 
Letter awareness events included any activities that 
required the child to name or identify letters of the 
alphabet. Letter awareness events also included 
identifying words, people, or objects that begin with a 
particular letter. Letter awareness events only included 
use of the name of the letter and not the sound it makes. 
Number recoonition events i~cluded any activity that 
required the child to identify numerals, count objects 
using one to one correspondence, name the number of objects 
in a group, or write numbers. Events in this category also 
included things such as measuring with a ruler and 
identifying distance and length. 
Phoneme awareness events included any time the child 
used sounds in words, in a nontraditional way, had 
nontraditional pronunciations, or used letter sounds to 
identify objects. 
Book baggie events were a school initiated activity. 
Each plastic book baggie included a book and an skill-
oriented activity to do after reading the book at home. 
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This category of events included any activity the child 
engaged in surrounding the selection of a book baggie, or 
the project the child made from the book baggie. 
Story telling events included any episode in which the 
child engaged in creating a unique story. Stories could be 
developed from a teacher prompt or any cue in the child's 
environment. 
Story recognition events included any time a child 
recognized a story to be familiar or recalled relevant 
parts of a story at a later time. 
At this time, the original field notes were read once 
more to check for any events that had previously been 
excluded, but fit one of the literacy definitions. Any 
events that were identified were marked in a different 
colored highlighter and dated. 
The literacy events were also grouped together for 
each child. This resulted in every child having a 
chronological list of all literacy events they were 
observed to engage in. This information was generated to 
identify patterns for any child. For example, all of the 
events that were labeled literacy for Susan were grouped 
together in chronological order. This enabled each child's 
literacy activities to be examined as they progressed 
through the study. 
After the completion of data collection, frequency 
counts were calculated for each of the checklists. This 
information was used to identify the children's most 
frequent activities arid behaviors. 
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It became clear in analyzing the data that in general 
the children engaged in each of the literacy categories 
more frequently t_han was recorded. This was due to the 
nature of the 15-minute intervals. During one 15-minute 
.period all of the. children may have been looking at books, 
however, only one child was recorded as doing so. 
Assessment Results 
After administration of the two assessment measures, 
TOPA and the supplemental test, raw scores were calculated 
for each child on each measure. The children were then 
rank ordered according to their scores on each instrument 
separately. The ra~k orders appeared to be fairly close so 
a Pearson r correlation was computed to determine whether 
or not the two tests were comparable. The correlation 
coefficient was .8 indicating a strong relationship. Next, 
a z-score was computed for each child for both tests and 
these z-scores were summed to yield a combined z-score. 
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Table 2 lists the combined phonemic awareness z-scores for 
each of the children. The process of calculating combined 
z-scores allowed children with high relative phonemic 
awareness and children with low relative phonemic awareness 
to be identified. The boy and the girl with the highest 
positive and negative z-scores were identified, resulting 
in two children with high phonemic awareness and two 




















RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Children's Engagement in Literacy Activities 
Categories of Literacy Activities 
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The process of observing the children's activities and 
taking extensive field notes led to the development of ten 
categories of literacy activities. These categories were 
defined in Chapter 4. Examples will now be given of the 
specific activities that fit into each category. Notations 
indicate gender of the child. and cate the activity took 
place. The excerpts have been.ed~:ed from the original raw 
·data form for readability purposes. 
Readina included the children reading or looking at 
books, could be adult or child initiated and could be 
independent, with a peer, or with an adult. 
F 2-4-98 She gets a book off the shelf, grabs a 
pillow, puts it on the floor by the door, sits down. She 
opens the book, rests book on her lap, looks at one page, 
then the next, turns the page, she does this for every 
page, closes book.· She walks to the shelf, puts the book 
on the shelf, looks at the books on the shelf, grabs 
another book, carries it to her seat. She opens the book, 
looks at a page, then the next, turns the page. Teacher 
says to put books and puzzles away, she continues to sit 
and look through book. 
M 3-27-98 Teacher holds up a sign that has the word 
bunny on it, he says bunny. 
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Reading was the most frequently engaged in (25 
instances) of all the literacy categories. Most of the 
activities in this category happened during library time. 
Notes were taken relating to how the child being observed 
was interacting with the books and how he or she was 
choosing to spend library time. All children that were 
observed looking at books engaged in the activity in a 
similar manner. They would choose books to look at and 
then proceed to sit down and look at the books. A few 
children would verbally tell stories as they looked at the 
book. No child was ever observed to read verbatim out of a 
book, but the teacher indicated thab a couple children 
could read. Ten out of the 14 children had an activity 
under reading. 
Language Use included any time the child engaged in 
defining words, advanced use of language above the child's 
developmental level, or the use of language to facilitate 
fantasy play. 
M 2-4-98 (three boys are verbally disagreeing) A girl 
across the room says "boys stop fighting", he says, "we're 
not, we're arguing." 
M & F 4-8-98 (boy and girl are talking) M "I'm 
coloring the violets," F "they're not violets they're 
flowers," M "they are violet flowers." 
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This category consisted of brief comments and 
statements that three children made that were unique in 
their usage or meaning. Most instances were similar to the 
two above where the children talking had different category 
labels for a word (e.g., flowers and fighting). These 
events were not as frequent (7 instanc_es) as some of the 
others and not all children had events under this category. 
Language use was selected as a literacy category because 
research suggests that understanding meaning and 
definitions is important to the reading process. In order 
to understand the message of .a book it is important to be 
able to identify the author's meaning as well as your own 
(Goodman, 1996) . 
Memory/Recall included retrieving information from 
memory and repeating it. 
F 2- 6-9_8 Begins to sing "Jesus Loves Me." 
M 2-18-98 Says prayer with group. 
This category was the second most frequently 
identified (21 instances). Eleven of the 14 children had 
at least one event that fell under memory/recall. The 
majority of the events in this category consisted of times 
when the children were singing and praying. This was 
included as a literacy category because much of the process 
of beginning reading revolves around being able to 
recognize and remember letters, sounds, and words. 
Writing included any time a child wro~e his or her 
name or any word. 
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M 3-6-98 He writes his first name, middle initial and 
last name on paper. 
F 3-27-98 She has written a list of names on her paper 
at the easel; she reads them to her friend. 
All but one of the events in this· category involve 
writing the children's names or words that have been 
teacher directed. The other is described above when a girl 
spontaneously writes several people's names on her paper. 
Some of the writing involves tracing a model by the teacher 
and others are instances where the child writes without the 
use of a model to trace. 
Letter Awareness included any time a child identified 
the name of a letter or a word that began with that 
particular letter. 
M 2-11-98 Walks over to Mrs. Smith with something for 
R day. 
M 3-13-98 He is doing Q work, gets up from table where 
he was tracing the letter g. He then walks over to the 
coloring table, picks up a crayon and colors on little g. 
He picks up the paper and walks over to the folders, pulls 
out his folder, puts g work in folder, circles g on sheet 
and crosses name off list, puts folder away. 
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There were only five events identified under letter 
awareness. However, these activities took place on an 
almost daily basis. As a group, the children were exposed 
to much work with letters. One day a week was generally a 
letter day and the children focused on that letter for the 
day. For each letter that they worked on the children made 
a letter page on which they traced an upper and lower case 
letter and then decorated them according to teacher 
directions. Letter awareness was considered a literacy 
category because research suggests that the ability to 
recognize letter names, and understanding the role that 
letters play in words is an important prerequisite to later 
reading (Felton, 1992). 
Number Recoanition included any time the child 
identified a numeral, counted, or wrote numbers. 
M 2-20-98 "Mrs. Smith, have I had number 10 before? 
"No"; he brings her number 12 (choosing book baggies). 
F 2-20-98 (playing the clothespin matching game) Says 
6, counts the number of clothespins already on the card, 5, 
puts another one on the card, counts to 6, takes 
clothespins off all cards and puts them away. 
Number recognition activities centered mostly around 
counting and being able to identify any given numeral. 
This activity was focused on in the classroom much more 
heavily toward the end of the study. At that time, the 
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children began working on number books and counting to 100 
as a group and individually. The teacher planned many 
activities for the group to do that centered around 
numbers, such as measuring with rulers, and starting a 
collection of milk jug lids that were recounted each time 
some more lids were brought in. The children also 
practiced writing numbers on a weekly basis. This activity 
took a variety of forms including writing with their 
fingers in the air, making numbers with different parts of 
their bodies (e.g. making a 4 with their legs) and writing 
the numbers on paper. Number recognition was included as a 
literacy category because numbers are meaningless symbols 
until you learn what they represent and mean in our 
culture. Numbers are similar in this sense to alphabet 
letters. 
Phoneme Awareness included any time the child dealt 
with sounds in words or letter sounds. 
M 2-18-98 Teacher says to him "Is this bird called a 
toucon?," "No, it's a toucan." 
F 2-11-98 (playing the letter game for Y) teacher says 
"show me a Y.," she uses her hand, then arms, then legs, 
then knees to make a Y shape. Teacher starts they game, 
making the /v/ sound, /v/ /v/ /v/ vase, /v/ /v/ /v/ violin, 
/v/ /v/ /v/ vegetable, /v/ /v/ /v/ vine, /v/ /v/ /v/ 
valentine. 
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This category was similar to language use in that it 
only consists of five events for four children. About half 
of the events involve participation in the letter game. 
The other events involve a unique pronunciation of a word. 
These events were similar to the toucan example above. 
Phoneme awareness was included as a literacy category 
because phonemic awareness has been identified by a large 
body of research as a prerequisite to reading (Hurford, 
Schauf et al., 1994). 
Book Bagaies included a book and activity the child 
took home. 
M 2-6-98 He goes over to table and picks up a book 
baggie, holds it up and looks at it, takes it over to the 
teacher, he chose a book about trucks, gives it to the 
teacher and waits for her to write it down. 
M 2-11-98 "I've got a book baggie," describes what he 
made with book baggie, "the guy wich one eye," teacher says 
"Cyclops?" "Yes," teacher asks "how do you know about him?" 
"I saw the movie." 
There were only two events labeled as book baggies. 
However, this was a weekly event in which once a week half 
the children were able to select and take home a book 
baggie. However, this event took place during a five-
minute period of time once a week and therefore, due to its 
limited time span it was not observed very frequently. 
Book baggies were included as a literacy category because· 
they provide an opportunity for the child to work with a 
book and story and then create a activity from that. 
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Story Telling included any time the child created and 
told a story during pretend play or as a class activity. 
M 2-11-98 A group of boys are talking about the 
pictures on their cups, pretending to go on a treasure 
hunt, he says, "we're looking for a treasure ring." 
F 2-13-98 "One. time when I was a baby my mom gave me a 
cherry on ice cream and I said bllugh, I like them now, but 
my mom doesn't buy them anymore." She is coloring a 
picture with cherries on it. 
Story telling was only observed on three occasions. 
One was adult initiated and the other two were child 
initiated. Story telling was included as a literacy 
category because the creative thinking necessary to 
generate stories is important to later literacy activities 
such as writing (Reynolds, 1997). 
Storv Recognition included any time a child recognized 
a story to be familiar. 
F 2-13-98 Practicum student is reading a book to a 
small group of children, she comes over and says "I have 
that book at home but somebody else reads it." 
M 3-25-98 "Remember Bouncer's ears were drooping down 
because he was sad" (from a story they had read two days 
earlier). 
The above two examples were the only instances of 
story recognition that were recorded. They were included 
as literacy events because the children were clearly 
remembering and identifying details of stories that they 
had previously heard. 
Phonemic Awareness 
Children with High Phonemic Awareness 
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Based on the combined z-scores of the two assessment 
measures, two children (1 boy, Connor and 1 girl, Jennifer) 
were identified as having high relative phonemic awareness. 
Consistent with research findings on the relationship 
between phonemic awareness and reading (Felton, 1992; 
Hurford, Schauf et al., 1994), both of these children were 
identified by their teacher as readers. 
Through the process of scripting, Connor was observed 
to engage in three separate activities labeled literacy. 
One activity fell under the category of language use, one 
fell under phoneme awareness and one fell under reading. 
Jennifer was observed to engage in six activities that were 
labeled literacy. Two fell under the reading category, 
three fell under memory/recall, and one fell under number 
recognition. The average number of literacy activities for 
the entire class was 6.2 over the entire 12 week 
observation period. 
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Jennifer and Connor were observed to be active 
participants in teacher-directed group literacy activities. 
For instance, both children were very competent in 
identifying letter sounds, words that began with a given 
letter, . and identifying letter names. During times when 
these activities were happening both children were engaged 
and produced work that did not appear to be hurried or 
inaccurate in nature. 
Children with Low Phonemic Awareness 
Based on the combined z-scores of the two assessment 
measures, two children (1 boy, Erik, and 1 girl, Susan) 
were identified as having relatively low phonemic 
awareness. Neither of these children were identified by 
their teacher as being readers. The fact that Erik and 
Susan can not yet read in no way indicates any type of 
delay in reading skills; however, this difference from the 
children with high phonemic awareness who could read is 
consistent with research that identifies phonemic awareness 
as a prerequisite for reading(Felton, 1992). 
Erik was observed to engage in literacy activities on 
six occasions. He had one activity that fell under each of 
the following categories: phoneme awareness, reading,. book 
baggie, number recognition, memory/recall and writing. 
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Susan was observed to engage in 14 activities that were 
labeled literacy. This was the highest number of any child 
in the class. Her activities fell under the categories of 
reading, memory/recall, phoneme awareness, number 
recognition, and letter awareness. It should also be noted 
that Susan often asked the classroom practicum student to 
read to her during library time. Other children did ask 
the student to read to them however; they were frequently 
children not participating in the study. On one occasion 
Susan asked the researcher to read to her. 
The girl with low phonemic awareness was observed to 
engage in more literacy activities than the children with 
high phonemic awareness. There are several possible 
explanations for this. First, the children with low 
phonemic awareness may have a greater curiosity about 
literacy activities since they may not yet be comfortable 
with their skills and understanding of language. Second, 
the children with high phonemic awareness may have worked 
more quickly and therefore, were not observed in literacy 
activities as frequently. Third, the children with low 
phonemic awareness may have been observed doing literacy 
activities more frequently simply due to the order and 
timing of observations. 
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It was expected that there would be significant 
differences in the frequency and type of activities engaged 
in by the children with high and low phonemic awareness. 
There were differences found between these groups of 
children. However, all children had at least one literacy 
activity recorded during the observation period. 
Classroom Findings 
Reading and memory/recall were the most frequently 
engaged in literacy activities. Story telling and story 
recognition were the least frequen~ly engaged in 
activities. These data fit well with the preschool's 
approach to reading. The children were most likely to 
engage in activities that allow them to demonstrate and 
practice skills related to literacy, e.g. reading and 
repetition of songs, letters, and sounds. Second, due to 
the structure and academic focus of the preschool, the most 
frequently engaged in activity during free play time for 
every child was work. Work was not a literacy category; 
however, it was included as an activity on the frequency 
checklist. On some occasions the work consisted of 
literacy activities and other times the children were 
making crafts and so on. In addition, no children were 
observed to use the library during free choice time. 
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Third, during library time many of the children asked the 
practicum student to read to them. However, no child was 
ever observed to ask one of the teachers to read to him or 
her. This may be partly due to the fact that the teacher 
was often doing something else during library time (e.g. 
book baggies, preparing for next activity). The children 
may not have viewed either teacher as an option for reading 
to them. 
Testina Res'c:.lts 
Consistent with the rationale :or the position on 
testing of the National Association of Education of Young 
Children (NAEYC), children in this study experienced 
difficulty with the testing process (1988). They were not 
developmentally ready to take a group-administered test and 
it was necessary to administer the tests individually. A 
strong correlation was found between the children's scores 
on the two measures. Perhaps the correlation only 
indicated a relationship between the children's ability to 
take two very similar tests. 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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It is a commonly held belief that the ability to read 
is essential within our society. People are becoming more 
and more aware of the importance of early literacy 
experiences and their effect on later reading. Thus, it is 
also increasingly important for preschools to provide 
children with opportunities and experiences that prepare 
children to become readers. Children do not need to be able 
to read when entering kindergarten; however, they should 
have gained exposure to many things that will prepare them 
to begin to learn to read. These things include exposure 
to books and reading, exposure to various forms and mediums 
of print, exposure to letters, words and numbers, 
opportunities to write and draw, and opportunities to 
create and share stories. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
A large body of research exists that demonstrates a 
r8lationship between phonemic awareness and reading. 
However, more research is still needed at this time to more 
clearly understand the relationship between phonemic 
awareness, emergent literacy, and reading. Many unanswered 
questions still exist surrounding this relationship and it 
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is necessary to look at the relationship between phonemic 
awareness and emergent literacy in new ways to better 
understand the relationship. 
First, based on the recommendations of NAEYC regarding 
testing .children under grade three, it is necessary to 
study phonemic awareness and emergent literacy in ways that 
are not centered on testing. Research needs to be 
conducted using alternate methods of data collection with 
children in preschool and elementary school. This will 
help to insure that what is being studied is the 
relationship between phonemic awareness and emergent 
literacy and not a relationship with test taking skills. 
Second, research needs to be conducted to understand 
not only what children do in preschool, but also how they 
engage in literacy activities at home. This can be 
accomplished through parent interview, and more 
importantly, through actually entering children's homes and 
watching how they engage with various literacy activities. 
Also, the children could be observed more in-depth when 
participating in structured literacy activities at school. 
Note could be made of the time spent on the activities and 
the quality of work that the child completed. 
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Finally, perhaps it is necessary to begin thinking 
about reading and literacy in a different manner. Children 
in this study were part of a classroom that provided 
literacy activities recommended by research. However, 
contrary to what was expected the children's levels of 
phonemic awareness were quite varied. If exposure to these 
types of activities really does increase phonemic awareness 
as suggested by research, (O'Connor, et at., 1993; Weiner, 
1994)then one would expect that the children in a preschool 
that supports the development of literacy would have very 
similar levels of phonemic awareness. Perhaps different 
activities and experiences are necessary for different 
children in order to enhance the development of phonemic 
awareness and literacy skills. 
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Appendix A. Behavior Checklist 
rd H 
rd ...c: Q) rd 
1-1 CJ .w 4-1 i:: CJ i:: 
0 ..0 .c: CJ >, i:: i:: ·r-1 ·r-1 ·r-1 ·r-1 i:: 
>, i:: 0 rd Q) "d rd rd i:: .w ~ C/l .w ·r-1 
C/l i:: CJ 1-1 ..0 i:: E ·r-1 i:: C/l ·r-1 C/l C/l :> i:: 
BEHAVIOR/NAME ::, 0 rd rd Q) ·r-1 rd H Q) ::, 1-1 Q) ~ 
Q) Q) 










I I ! ! I I I 
dictating stories I 
I i I i 
I I I 
private speech I I ! ! 
I I 
fantasy speech I I I 
I 
I I I 
adult conversation i I I ' 
I 
I i ! 
autobicgraphical speech I I I I 
sharing I I 
I 
I I I 
letter game I I I 
counting I I I -
independent play I I I 
social speech I I I I 
puzzle I I I I I 
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Appendix B. Activities chosen by children 













Samantha I I 
I 
-I 
I 
Brian 
I 
Jennifer 
Justin 
Erik 
I 
Jessica 
j 
Austin 
I 
Kevin 
I 
Ben 
I 
